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UNM Affirmative Action
Plans No Move Against
New President Perovich
By Craig Chrissinger

Jeff Alexander

PLUNGING INTO PURGATORY'S HADES, these two skiers are having so
much fun ita/most seems sinful. Albuquerque skiers comprise aliout 15
percent of the seasonal traffic at the southern Colorado ski area.

Deans Must Cut Spending
By Laura Tolley

University of New Mexico's college deans
have to reduce spending where they can in
order to help UNM save $3 million by June
30.

The reduction in spending was called for by
the Legislative Finance Co01mittee, due to the
recession-caused shortfall in state tax income.
Dean Gerald May of the College of En•
gineering said the news ''has affected us terribly/'
.
The .engineering college has an approxi·
mate 18 percent increase in enrollment, May
said, and "bas gone out on a limb" to try to
offer enough class .sections for stUdents.
May said that sections have now been combined and others have been eliminated that
were not full.

· Sections in some computer science classes
that were cut have waiting lists of up to I 00
students, May said.
May said that having to reduce spending is
bad when it comes mid-year, but he said he
realizes that the state must balance .its books.
The main concerns, May said, are to not
affect the quality of instruction or the needs of
the students.
May said that the college will be "using
every bit'' of the $1.5 million generated from
engineering research for instruction.
Further cuts, May said, would mean cutting
a significant number of sections.
All the news isn't bad though, May said.
During this legislative session, a bill will be
introduced asking for an appropriation for an
electrical and computer engineering and en·
continued on psge 6

.. ~hedirecto~ofthe ~niversityofN~w MexIco s ~ffirmahve Act1on Program smd Friday
that h1s office plans "no action at all" in
response to~ the Board o~ Re~ents naming of
John PerovJCh as the Umvers1ty's new president.
Bernie Sanchez said Perovich is 11 a good
person," but declined to comment on the
legality of the Regents' decision.
Regents Chairman Henry Jaramillo said the
Unive~sity's legal department found no problem With the Regents' decision. Legal counsel
reseafched for nearly eight weeks to determine
whether making Perovich president on a
permaoentbasis would violate affmnative action guidelines.
·
The announcement came from Jaramillo at
last Wednesday's Regents' meeting. In addition, the Regents approved a. long-term lease
for 72.5 acres of UNM-owned land and the
giving away of some 20,000 surplus books .
•The Regents unanimously awarded PeroVIch a one-year contract, and Jaramillo said he
expects the contract will be renewed at the end
of 1983 for an additional year. Perovich has
indicated that be is willing to serve the University as president for at least two years.
J~~mill? saidPero~ich has all the "powers
·and autl:torJfy of pres1dent as outlined in the
Regents handbook'' and that the presidential
search ''has been offiCially terminated. I have
thanked the [presidential search) committee
for their hard work and the hours put into the
search.
·
"This Board has great confidence in John
Perovich and looks forward to working with
him in the future," Jaramillo said.
Echoing Jaramillo's confidence, Michael
Gallegos, president of the Associate Student~
of the University of New Mexico, said, •'The
students of the University are very proud to
have John Perovich as president."
.stephen Kramer, faculty-Senate president,
sa1d he and the faculty support Perovich, but
that .. as-for the legality of naming him president on a permanent basis, that is a problem
fot the Regents to deal with.l have no know.ledge in that area. "

Perovich, 58, had served as interim president since July 1, 1982, when formerPresident William E. •'Bud'' Davis left UNM
to become chancellor of tbe higher-education
system in Oregon. The search for a replacement was cancelled by the Regents on Nov.
20, when they announced they would retain
Perovich indefinitely as interim president.
The Regents said they made their November
decision because they could not reach a con~
sensus on any of the six finalists recommended by the search committee.
Previously, Perovich served as vice presi-

JOHN PEROVICH
dent for business and finance. The ColfaxCounty native bad served as UNM 1s chief
financial officer for nearly 30 years, but had
the vice president title for about 15 years.
He received his bachelor and master;s degrees in business administration from UNM~
and is a member oftheNational Association of
Business Officers and the Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges .
continued on page 6

University Offici81s Wincing from Economic Pinch
.. This is a·serious situation," Wiegmann
said. "We've never been faced with this kind
The budget director for the University of of a potential cutback for already appropriated
New Mexico said he is sure the Legislature funds. It's a new ball game for us."
will raise . taxes in response to .a projected
Perovich said he expects the University will
$ll7-million deficit facing New Mexico dur- have a difficult time and that "if the money is
ing the first half of 1983, but it is uncertain scarce, it will. be very difficult to expand ifwe
whether tuition for public colleges and state don't have the resources."
·
universities will be raised more than that
Regents Chairman Henry Jaramillo warned
already recommended by the BoantofEduca- other Regents and University officials at last
tional Finance.
Wednesday's Regents' mee•ing that the eco"The Legislature sets the tuition and they nomic crunch Will not go away soon.
can do whatever they please,'' James Wieg''This isn't going to be a temporary situamann said. "*I have no idea if they will raise tion. We should take every step necessary to
tuition. The.eareallkindsofoptionsavailable plan ahead, even for the next four to five
as far as the state and Legislature are con- years,'' Jaramillo said. "We should really
cemed."
look to other places where we can cut. There's
In December, the BEF recommended a tui· going to be a need for belt tightening for years
tion raise of 5 percent for in•state students and to come. •'
.
a 10-percenuuition raise for out-of-state stu•
Wiegmann told the Regents, ''We are condents.
sidering all measures that may be taken. We
Wiegmann said .it is a fact that the state must probably will have a better idea of what will
raise more revenue and cut expenses. The have to be done by the next (Regents')
shortfall in projected state tax income promp• meeting."
ted the Legislative Finance Committee itt De·
In a short report,. Perovich told the Regents
cembet to call for a reduction of $41.6 million that UNM has undertaken austerity measures
in state funding before June 30. The deficit for to reduce spending. He also said that although
higher education is estimated at $6.5 million there is a "temporary freeze>+ on hiring, "We
and UNM's share of that is $3 million.
will not freeze all hirings, but be very selec·
Because UNM is .feeling the pinch of the tive. ''
economic crunch, Wiegmann and President
One position Perovich plans to fill is his old
John Perovich have ordered a hiring freeze on job of vice president fot business and finance.
most positions and the virtual elimination of It will.be filled within the next few months;
••• : .. • JpttJt~t m!UPf ~xpenditures until 'July: • • ' • • fotlowtng 'apptoptiate•pmtedures~ "u.u ''lf"
By Craig Chrissinger

Perovich said UNM will try to hold its immediate cutbacks to the elimination of maintenance items and programs through the end of
the school year.
In a directive to administrators, Wiegmann
outlined several procedures, including:
•No vacant position is to be filled unless
is specific prior written approval from
the appropriate vice president or provost,
medical-center director or president. Only
thOse deemed most .critical for the smooth,
continued operation of the Uni\·ersity will be
tilled.
.
•All out-of-state travel will be drastically
limited and must have the prior written .
approval of the appropriate top-level adminis~
trator.
-overtime is to be eliminated or substantialthe~

Jy reduced. FJexibleseheduling is to be used in
place of overtime whenever possible. Any
overtime must have the prior written approval
of the appropriate top-level administrator.
•Further expenditures for all non-personnel
items are to be avoided whenever possible.
''We'll continue to look at other areas of
skVirtgs, but there's just not that much potential for additional revenues, •' Wiegmann said.
. He added that the Regents' approval of a
long-tenn lease of UNM-owned land ~'will
help a little bit, depending on what we use it
for. It will not be a lot of relief for cunent
needs as the target date for the first payment is
in June."
Plans for the expansion of programs; especially those in the Anderson School of Management and the engineering departments,
will remain on hold, Wiegmann said.

In today's Lobo:
WILD ABOUT BASKETBALL: See
P•ge2D
WORLD CLASS TENNIS: See Page
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Wire Report
President Reagan Reacts to Criticism at Midterm
WASHINGTON - President
Reagan pil~scs the midpoint of his
first term this week with a new
approach shaped by his advisers to
dispel suggestions of an admini~tra
tion in disaJTay and a chief executive
aloof of major decisions.
Angered by news leaks and buffeted by strong criticism from columnists and editorial writers assessing his status at midterm, Reagan
went on the offensive late last week
to give the impression of a president
solidly in control.
"I make the decisions," Reagan
declared. '• And this has been working very well."
Earlier in the week, communications director David Gergen tried to

blame a rash of reports of indecision term approval rating lower than
and staff dissension on White House those of his four elected predeces"freelance artists'' - officials in sors and from pessimism that caused
effect telling stories out of schooL
The New York Times to comment
Days later, deputy White House editorially that ''the stench of failure
press secretary Larry Speakes found hangs over Ronald Reagan's White
it necessary to denounce the same House" also will be evident in his
reports as "untrue, foolishness, policies.
misconceived."
Reagan is filling two Cabinet
"Poppycock," Speakes said. "It vacancies with women and will exis journalistic spinoffs."
tend overtures to blacks and the unAside from their rhetoric, White employed - other groups he has
House aides .hope to improve been accused of ignoring - by
Reagan's image through more fre- offering proposals to stimulate emquent contacts with reporters and ployment in his State of the Union
more visits such as one. scheduled message later this month.
Wednesday to a predominently
But the campaign launched by
black school in Chicago.
Reagan and his aides, which this
The effort to rebound from a mid- week will see the White House issue

Arrests of Illegal Aliens On The Rise
EL PASO, Texas- Arrests of
illegal aliens rose about 20 percent
from California to Texas in the first
two weeks of January and immigration officials say Mexico's financial
problems will worsen the situation.
Nearly one million Mexican con•
struction workers have been idled
during the last six months and

40,000 employees of the national oil
company, .Pemex, have been furloughed.
U .S.lmmigration and Naturalization Service agents said many of the
laid off workers probably have entered the United States already and
others are expected to follow.
Agents said figures scheduled for

release next week will show an increase of about 20 percent in border
arrests nationwide for the first two
weeks of January.
Mexico's current economic crisis, fueled by an $82 billion foreign
debt and unrelenting inflation, is the
country's worst since the Great Depression.

a favorable report card on his second
year, has notexplained away factors
contributing to the view of a president in trouble.
Reagan won office on the strength
of a campaign that promised economic prosperity and a balanced
budget, but .has presided over the
deepest recession in decades, the
highest unemployment since the Depression and the worst budget deficits in history.

In foreign policy, the Middle East
peace initiative Reagan unveiled
with fanfare last September remains
stalled, with none ofthe parties willing to take the necessary first step.
Reagan last week completed a
major, high-level shakeup of his
arms control team that forced him
onto the defensive. Also in the area
of defense, he has had no more success than his predecessor with the
MX missile.

FREE ·French Fries- ool
zI
with this coupon and the Purchase .g A. I
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)

Laid-off Auto Workers
Dispute Overtime Use
DETROIT- The United Auto
Workers is "raising hell'' with the
major auto makers in an attempt to
have laid-off workers returned to
their jobs rather than ha.ve the currently employed work overtime.
Labor relations vice presidents at
both General Motors Corp. and Ford
Motor Co. say the automobile market, in the fourth year of a slump, is
too uncertain to warrant extensive
commitments for additional shifts or
even extra permanent workers.
Active auto workers themselves
are feeling the heat from former coworkers who say they should refuse
overtime work when so many are
without jobs.
In some parts of the Detroit area,

a .55¢ savings

one can find'auto workers who have
been without jobs for two years living next door to people who not only
have worked steadily throughout the
recession, but are on the job as much
as 11 hours a day, ~ix days a week.
The battle over I permanant jobs
versus o.vertime is an old dispute, It
had become a heated issue since the
slump that began in 1979 saw automotive employment cut by about
onethird from 1 million to around
700,000 now.
"We're raising hell with them
constantly,'' said UAW Vice President Owen Bieber, who heads the
union's GM Department. "We want
people called back to work and overtime eliminated."

MOSCOW- The nuclear fuel
core of the disintegrating Cosmos
1402 satellite will burn up in the
atmosphere in mid-February without posing any danger to Earth, a
Soviet scientist said Sunday,

within the limits recommended by
the international commission on
radiological protection.''
Cosmos 1402 was identified by
the Pentagon on Jan. 6 as tumbling
through space out of control and
"According to preliminary cal- sinking in its orbit, creating the
culations, the main part of the satel- threat it would plunge back to Earth
lite structure will enter the dense in a shower ofradioactivity as occurlayers of the atmosphere late in red with Cosmos 954 in northwest
January, and the fuel core some- , Canada in January 1978.
Cosmos 1402 was launched Aug.
where in mid-February," said Oleg
Belotserkovsky, rector of the Mos- 30, 1982, with a small nuclear reac- •
tor including a beryllium-encased
cow .Physical-Technical Institute.
fuel core carrying an undisclosed
In case there is any fallout, he amount ofUranium-235, Byelotsersaid, "the radiation situation will be kovsky said.
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--Editorial--

BLOOM
COUNTY

___ Qpinion---

High Standards

by Berke·

Of Pigs and Politicians

When one speaks of high-st<mdard universities, Yale, Harvard and
Princeton immediately come to mind. Our own institution of higher
learning should ideally fall into that category.
To begin with, our new University president, John Perovich, is a •
man of high integrity. We fully expect his performance in this post to
be as admirable as his performance in his previous position as vice
president of business and finance.
Secondly, UNM has a plethora of renowned professors and staff
members of whom we can be extremely proud· Rudolfo Anaya, Jerry
Jordan, Fred Harris, Charlene McDermott and Marian Scully, to name
but a few.
We at UNM can also boast of our distinguished medical program,
our famed anthropology department and our notable law school.
UNM has many noteworthy aspects- departments, projects,
plans, ideas. But the key to maintaining quality in this University is to
be always responsive to the call for high standards. Each individual
must strive to do his best.
In this new year and new semester, let us hope that administrators
are thorough, instructors are interesting and students are responsive.
And let us nurture the high standards in store for our University.

--Letters-Student Rights Outlined
Editor:
As Vice President of the
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico {ASUNM),
one of my constitutional duties is
to inform all student organizations and students of their judi·
cial rights. So it is with that purpose in mind that I present the
following rights offered by the
ASUNM Constitution and subsequent laws.
A. No student shall be denied
full and equal rights in the Uni·
versity for reasons of race, naturality, $eX, religion, political belief
or physical handicap.
B. No student shall be denied
the right of freedom of speech,
press or any other expression of
ideas.
C. No student shall be denied
the right of orderly assembly on
campus.
D. No student or student organization shall be denied the right
to contest before the student
court the constitutionality of legislation rulings or decisions of
ASUNM or any chartered student organization that would
affect students.
1. All students shall be considered innocent of any infraction
of ASUNM laws until proven
guilty in a hearing of the
appropriate judicial body, except
for provisions made in Article Ill,
Section 7, sub-paragraph G of
the ASUNM Constitution and
shall not suffer direct or indirect
penalties of said infraction until

Nf\\
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E. No student shall be denied
the right to vote in accordance
wwth normal procedure established l;ly ASUNM law.
F. No student shall be denied
the right of access.to all ASUNM
records.
G. The student body shall be
guaranteed the right of student
representation orr University
Committees dealing with the formulation of policies affecting
students.
As students, your individual
rights ate there but it is up to you
to protect them. Furthermore, I
would like to offer my personal
assistance to any student and or
student organization in dealing
with ASUNM or the University.!
urge you to participate in your
University and again, feel free to
contact me at the ASUNM
offices.
Dan Serrano
ASUNM Vice President

Daily·Lobo
381400
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Well, here it is, 1983, so it
won't be long before you start
reading a lot of boring stories about people like Vance Hartke.
Hartke is a governor or mayor or
something from one ofthe flatter
states, and the reason you'll be
reading about him is that he's
one of the 50 top contenders for
the 1984 Democratic presidential
nomination. These men will
spend the next 18 months going
around the. country engaging in
the most degrading activities im·
aginable, such as wearing idiot
hats and appearing on "Meetthe
Press." "Meet the Press" is one
of the Sunday-morning publicinterest shows that the public is
not the least bit interested in. It
features a panel of reporters who
ask questions of a guest politi·
cian, who wins an Amana home
freezer if he can get through! the
entire show without answering a
single question:
REPORTER: Senator, are you
for or against the MX missile
system?
SENATOR: Bob, the MX missile system reminds me of an old
saying that country folk in my
state like to say. It goes like this:
"You can carry a pig for six miles,
but if you set it down it might run
away." I have no idea why the
country folk say this. Maybe
there's some kind of chemical
pollutant in their drinking water.
That is why I pledget do all that I
can to protect the environment
of this great nation of ours, and
put prayer back in the schools
where it belongs. What we need
is jobs, not empty promises. I
realize I'm risking my political
career by being so outspoken on
a sensitive issue such as the MX,
but that's just the kind of
straight-talking, honest person I
am, and I can't help it.
And so it goes, question after
question, until by the end of the
show the politician has demonstrated that he is genetically in·
capable of answering a question
directly, and is therefore qualified to be president. The question is why are politicians so eager to be president? What is it
about the job that makes it worth
revealing, on national television,
that you have the ethical standards of a slime-coated piece of
industrial waste?
The answer is presidential
trips. Every few months, when
he gets bored with shaking
hands with Eagle Scouts in the
Oval Office, the president can
simply summon the presidential
plane and fly off to several foreign countries and stay for free in
really nice hotels. The main pur·

pose for these trips is to improve
our relations with our allies, all of
who hate our guts. The resident
tries to. bring them around by
giving them weapons and large
sums of money,
Recently, for example, Presi·
dent Reagan went to South
Americ~:~ to improve our relations
with various countries he had
never heard of until he read aboutthem in the Encyclopedia Bri·
tannica on the flight down, The
president chose South America
because it's warm and ~ontains
many vital resources. For example, Bolivia has 85 percent of the
world's tin reserves. Can we
afford to let our relations with
such a vital country deterior'ate?
Can we afford to let the world's
tin supply fall into the hands of
international communism?
Sure. I mean, really who needs
tin? I can certainly live without it.

LIFE
AND
RELATED
SUB)
By Dave Barry
But President Reagan was
really hot to get out of the White
House, so he went to a whole
batch of South American coun·
tries and had sensitive highlevel, relations-improving di·
plomatic talks with foreign
leaders:
PRESIDENT REAGAN: So,
what do you say we improve our
relations?
FOREIGN LEADER: No hablo
ingles.
:.)
PRESIDENT REAGAN: Here's
$300 million in foreign aid plus
16 atomic bazooka helicopters.
FOREIGN LEADER: Throw in
military-style hats for me and the
other fellows in the junta, and
you got yourself a deal.
Besides'having sensitive
negotiations, the only other job
the President has on trips is to
attend formal state dinners and
propose toasts:
On behalf of the people of the
United States of America who
could not be with us tonight on
account of they have to work
tomorrow I propose a toast to the
people of Paraguay, ofwhateyer
country this is. In my country, we
have .a saying about how far you
can carry a pig before it tuns
away•.•
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(Served with whole wheot toast, margerine Jelly)
No. 11WO EGGS, bacon, ham or sausage, hash browns 6 ~o~st••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• $2,65 \ ./
No. 2 ONE EGG, bacon, ham or sausage, _hash browns 6 toast •••••.••••••••••• , •••••••••• $2.15 './
..

\\/

No. 3 TWO EGGS, hast) browns 6 toast •••••••••••.•••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• , •••• 1.80
No, 4 ONE EGG, ho.sh browns 6 toast, .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.30
No. 5

I
I

PAN_CAKES (4)- ••• -· . _......._••• _••••._•.•••••.••••••

I! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,

.........

~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . -• • •

I
I

$1 .•45.

No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHI:;ROS, 'two eggs, beans, sauce, .corn tortilla 6 toast •••• , ••••••••••• ~ ••.$2.15
No. 7 WESTERN OMLmE,. .............. , •••••••••••••• ~ •••••• ·• •• , •••••., •• ,.', ••••••• , •••• $2.99
three eggs, g_l'ee_.._n ch.lli & cheddar ch_eese, se-rved with tom_ a_to, ha_ sh_ br_o_wns 6 toast
Free Cup of Coffee or Hot Tea With Any of The Above Breakfasts

.

~-~ s.!. ORDERS
0

I1
1
I
I

French Fries ••••••• S.55 One Egg •••••••.
H~sh Drowns •••••••• 65 Pancake •••••••••••• 40
Western Style •••••• 99 Toast 6 Jelly •••••••••45
Onion Rings ••••••••• 75 Jelly ••••••.•••••••••05

II

Bacon, Ham, Sausage or Beef Pattie ••••••••••• $.85
Salad with choice of Dressiing •••••••••••••••••• ·.75
Extra Blue Cheese ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15
Tomatoes (3 ~lices) ............................15 .
American or Cheddar Cheese •••••••••••••••••••20
Green Chili or Chill con Carne. (1 oz.) ••••••••.•• ·.20

Deans ••••••••••••••35 Crackers ••••••.••••• 05
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ••••••••••••••••••••••50

I
I

I

Take Out on AU Items

II

No. 1 HAMBURGER S<llod

dressl=~~.~on

-~I

6 lettuce••••••••••• , $1.35 ·

No.2 CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese •••••••••••••••••••• 1.~0
No. 3 BONANZA double meat, American cheese, thousand island, tomato, onion, lettuce 6 pltkle •• , •••• 2.29

.
1

·

~~· .~ .fiE.~~~- @~~~~-~ ·~hHI ca~ ca~~· qr green chiH, ched,~a., cl;)e~se~ o.nion 6 J~ttuce ••••••• , • , •••••••• t~~t5n •... •.., ..
No~ 5 FLAME DUAGER hl~kory smoke sauce, onion· 6 ·~e~ •·•••••••••••••••••• 1.ar1
No. 6 COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, 6 onJon • -• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.00

I
SAN:D\VJ·CH'IS
I.
with
6
S.90
6
II
6
1.4f
EGG,
6
I
N!J.7TAco_.,.._,~~
..~~~... : .................. s.Nr
a· CM~ljii»A..tfO~~:.c;fle·es~~ ~ce 6
_.~~~~~~·,·
I
No. 9 EN~U.: ;..~~r~~ 6 ~;;k.~· .............. , .. .-. , .
I ·.
CREE :w.nt. iii&N:.c~:nlil sttw.~
6
VEGEr-.IIA' *b. GIIEN GHihk·chedcfar
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a-19
I , J~~~""-4
~nc~H_ed~! ta~o & haAS ••.•.•..·; ••.••.•..•. • · • · · •·· · .• ·
01Y~cli:· t MEXI~N~;t.~~~
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Sl!W
cs oz.> mw..ce.oz.. lrg.
•••••••••••••••••••••
.89 1.39/;
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GRILLED CHEESE on whole wheat
·American ·cheese, lettuce tomato ••••••
HAM, LEn'UCE TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing •••••••••••••••• 1.4~
DAC.ON, LEtTUCE TOMATO same as obove ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••
LETFUCE 'O~TO same ~as abcsve ........ • ............................. 1' .1;'0
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cheddar cheese
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rou.·_.~.....r:.exo.s st. 'rend!~~. .or hash. b.row·ns··· salad ••_........_••••_..... $2._:,_.9_.. \ \./;~~--~-·.. .
S?~C~~~
HlckorysmoM iCIUce, ci\Hse, 1000 Island, onion, French fries 6 solod ••••••••••• 2.09

1.. .
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The Now Mulco Oai/'1 Lobolo published Monday through Friday every regul3r week oflha
Unlvorelty year, weekly during closed and flnals weeks and weekly dUring the summer session,
i>y the Board of Student PubUcetiono oi the University or New Mexico, Subsetlptlon ra~ Ia SIO
per a<adomlc year. Second class potllgo paid at Albuquerque, New Moxlco 87131The opinions oxpreued on the editorial pages of tho N- Mexico Do/1'1 Lobi> ere lhasa of the
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guilt has been established.
2. No student shall be com·
pelled·to bear witness against
himlherself and shall be properly
informed of the nature of the
cause of the accusation, and
shall be accorded due process of
law. They shall receive a fair and
impartial hearing by the
appropriate judicial body in
which he/she will be confronted
by the witnesses against him/
her, and may utili<!e the assistance of counsel in any part of the
proceedings.
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CHEF s,~.D With choiC* of d~, ..liuce. tomato. cheddar cheese. hom 6 egg .................... 2.69
VEG£rANAN SAlAD
:;~
2.49

·E. •.·.· •• ·_.·· •.. •.•• •.•• •. .••••••••••••••.
•
$,.29.•35 .4. 5.
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son
DRINKS toke, dr• .,..,.,... 6 1 up•••••••••••• $.40 .55 .65
ICE TEA .................................35 .50 .60
LEMONADE •.•••••• •. • ••••••••• •. ; •• • •. • •• • ••••75
JUICE orange, apple, tomato 6 grapefruit .... ; .........50 .65 •95
SHAKES chocolate, strawberry 6 vanilla ••••••• , •••••• 55 .80 1.05
Fr~sh Squeezed Orange Juice • • • • • • • • .65 •95 1 .45

· · ··· · ·. · · · · a.o·L·L .
·\J·. ~?.?((11 ~.~·~fl(lj . · H~< · n ·. .67
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Yates Petroleum Co.rporation
Appeals Drilling Injunction

Gutted:

Joe Cavaretta

kinko·s copivs
2.112

('('utr.lii\III'IIUi'

S E.

Albuquru~ur.

NM

Ri100

• 1~115$ 967J

NEW HOURS

copies

Zlfz(

MON.-FPJ. 7:30-7:30
SATUI\DAY 10:00-5:00

SUNDAY NOON·5:00
IN'I'IIOIIUC£5

I'H(Jf'I$SOR(i)III.ISIIIM;

H•re's how It works:

2 1/24 SALE THR.U 1·31·83
6 112 X 11 white only Auto Feed

PJOfesson organize a selection .of doss reedings (check
copyright low lor legal ua of mate~ol) and drop the master oil at Klnko's. Kln~a·s Wll
• Dupllcole It
• Assemble Cwtom Notebooks
- Dlshlbute them to your students of a
reduced rate
Our Professor Publishing Plan Is ovolloble of no
cost to you or your department.
Col 255-9673 for more lnfannotlon
or campus cou~er service.

Perovich----continued from page 1
The Regents' main point of business at the meeting was the approval
of a 68.5-year lease to Towne Development Company for UNMowned land at the comer of Eubank
Boulevard and Cico Road NE,
UNM will receive a graduated
monthly rental beginning at $31 for
the first five years and increasing to
$363 in the final year of the lease.
The developers also will pay a
$1,250 "bonus" for each lot sold.
The lease calls for payment of the
first year's ground rental' of
$150,000 as soon as necessary
UNM, city and state approvals are
obtained, but not later than June 30.
Projected annual ipcome for the
University will range from

Deans------------

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i continued
from page 1
gineering and science library

THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER
WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE

MANSOR MOTAGHED,
Instructor of Persian Language
Mr. Motaghed has been teaching Persian at the International Center for approximately one year.
He taught Persian in Tehran, Iran for 10 years at the Institute of Foreign Languages and has
developed a new method of teaching the language on whi~h he is currently writing a book.
Mr. Motaghed and the International Center would like to have a class in the Persian Language
established as apart of the Modern and Classical Languages Dept. at U.N.M. Anyone interested
in supporting them in this effort is invited to stop by the

International Center
1808 Las Lomas NE
277-2946 or 836-1239
for more information and to sign the petition.

"Study from birth until death."

$162,200 this first year to more than
$2 million a year toward the end of
the lease.
The development firm plans to
develop the area in two to four
phases with the ultimate goal of 480
single-family residential lots, each
of which will accommodate a
''manufactured residence.''
The surplus books that are to be
given away were printed by the
UNM Press and have been held for a
number of years. Because there no
longer is a market for these older
books, the Press will dispose of
them through UNM's surplus property office. Luther Wilson, press
director, said the Press needs the
storage space the books now
occupy.

building.
May said he is "optimistic'' about
the bill because the money will come
out of state revenue bonds - not
current revenue.
The college has also finished remodeling and has received equipment in the west wing of the En·
gineering Annex for the electronics
lefhnology program, which began
W1th an enrollment of about 40 studeutS this fall.
An additional terminal room With
about 24 new terminals has also
been added to the Engineering Computing Center. The center is open
seven days a week and 24 hours
daily.
May said. that other expansion
plans and ideas will "have to be put
. on hold because of finances."
Spring enirance requirements for
the college have changed, May said.
Entering students must have a GPA
of2.2 and have a grade of Cor better
i~ classes taken in chemistry, phySICS, mathematics and freshman engineering.
At the College of Education,
Dean D. Colton said, classes in
education "haven't been cut yet,''
but the call for reduction in spending
on such short notice "is disruptive."
Colton said that expansion in
programs in computer literacy and
computer awareness may have to be
deferred until the summer or fall
semester.
The position of associate dean of

education, vacated when Roderic
Wagoner became chairman of
secondary and adult teacher education, will remain open because of
finances, Colton said.
Dean Morgan Sparks of the
Anderson School of Management
said his college is at full enrollment
and has plans to expand.
Sparks said he is hopeful that the
Legislature will review these plans,
but he added that the engineering
expansion plans are first in line.
This year, Sparks said, he hopes
UNM's Board of Regents will
approve a master of accountancy
program. The degree is needed, he
said, because accounting fmns want
graduates with more education than
the bachelor of business with a concentration in accounting degree.
At the new General College,
Dean John Rinaldi said, "I think we
have got this thing off the ground,
finally."
The college had a fall enrollment
of 35 1 students - the original pro·
jection was 280. Rinaldi said a larger enrollment has been projected
for spring.
This semester two new options in
business and scientific computer
programming have been added,
Rinaldi said. Courses in commertial
skills and personnel practices have
also been added for spring.
Rinaldi said that the college is
moving toward offering additional
late afternoon and evening classes so
that more of the community can benefit from the General
College. ·
,.

Yates Petroleum Corp, has 'asked
a federal court in Denver to dismiss
an injunction preventing the company from drilling for natural gas on
wilderness land outside Roswell.
Lawyers for the Artesia-based oil
company filed the motion in the 1Oth
~.s. Circ.uitCourtof Appeals, seekIng the dissolution of the preliminary injunction granted by U.S. District. Judge Juan Burciaga on Nov.
18 m Albuquerque, dismissal of
Yates' appeal of that injunction and
requesting t.hat the case be returned
to Burciaga's courtroom with instructions to dismiss all litigation.
Judge Burciaga granted the injunction after evidence was pre~nted showing that Yates had not
received federal permission to drill
on the Salt Creek Wilderness. The
U.S. Department of the Interior has
jurisdiction over the surface of the
wilderness area, but the state of New
Mexico maintains all subsurface
mineral rights. Yates obtained a
state-issued lease in 1972 but was
unable to get federal permission due
to a congressional resolution banning development leasing of wilderness lands.
Yates has argued that it met all
requirements for a federal lease but
that the congressional action had
prevented issuance of the lease at the
last moment, just before the 10-year
state lease was due to expire. The
company moved drilling equipment

Snowshoes
Come Out
For Hiking
Snowshoe hikes in the Sandia
Mountains will again be offered to
forest visitors this winter, according
toMarthaJ. Stribling, spokesperson
for the Sandia Ranger District of the
U.S. Forest Service.
The hikes through the Cibola ·
National Forest will be offered on
Saturdays through March 19. The
hikes are limited to 15 people, age
14 and older, although younger indi·
victuals can join if they have their
own snowshoes and are accompanie~ by an adult.
Reservations for the hikes are
necessary, and can be made by calling the .Sandia Ranger Station at
281-3304. The hike includes a
roundtrip tram ride, which costs
$5.50 for participants.

17, 1983

Into Depravity?
Then you need to know about the Romans. Discover the people who wrote the book on lust and
violence.

By Denl)is Pohbmm

A Friday morning fire caused
approximately $1 million in damage
to the Dat~co printing plant, 1712
Lomas NE, near the University of
New Mexico.
Although the cause of the fire was
undetermined, fire investigator Lt.
Cornelio Padilla said the origin of
the fire was at or ncar one of the
printing presst!S,
The fire was discovered at 12:33
a.m. Two firefightt!rs, among more
than 30 battling the fire, received
minor injuries. Smoke from the
blaze was reportedly seen a mile
lWay.
Because of the damage, corporate
headquarters and printing operations
were moved to another Dataco
building, at 1730 Lomas NE.
Dataco is a multi-million-dollar
company that operates seven
Alphagrahics printing shops and
Di!taco mailing services in addition
to its main printing plant.

Janu~~fY

History 314-Rome Tue.-Thrs. 11-12:15
Contact Prof, Berthold or
History Dept. for details

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2112 Central SE

243-1777

Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area.

The Man from Mars
is Here!
onto the wilderness on Oct. 31 and
sank a well 2,783 feet before Burciaga granted the injunction sought
by several environmental groups.
The company withdrew the equip-

fl

Up ~rlflee

ment in December, citing financial
losses. _
The Denver appelate court hils
taken the motion under advisement
and will make a decision soon.

Visit our Staedtler·M11rs repl,'es•.mtlltive
for a free demonstration of their t~chnical
and writing instruments.
January 17
January 18

CONCEPTIONS
SouTHWEST

9am-4pm
9am-4pm

1982

Announcements llJ Lip &rvfce will M run tht day
before lhe evenl and the da)' of the evtnt on a.spilct

available basis. Lip SerVIce is Qllallablt to all UNM
non·projU organl:atlons. Forms for Lip

Sel"'/1~ azn

,be Pi<ktd up In Marron Hall, room IJB and must be
turned In by 2 p.m. the day prior to publication.

Today's Events
A Sanctuaey Group of Al<oholko Aaoay111ouo will
hold a closed meeting 'for alcohollt'! only at 8 p.m.
todaylnthcNewmanCentet,1815LasLomasNE.
Cltluno Aplut Nadear .nnato wiU hl¥e a
potluck dinner prO«ded by a slide allow presentation
on the Soviet Union, prnented by Sally Alice

Thompson, at 6:30 p.m, today in the Alternative
Community c~ur, 106 Girard SE, room 101.
The UNM D~partmflll~ Qf Mallle11.alks •ad
Stlllldo ·wJJl present Professor LotharCollatz, of the

University

o( Hamburg~

who wiU speak on applfed

mathematics and numericalanllysls at 3 _p.m. -today
In tbe Humanities Building, room 428.

ods
are
seen

Diagnostic Medical
Sonography
12 Month Certificate Program
Consider a challenging career in a rapidly growing
specialty of medicine which is experiencing a shortage of qualified technologists.
Applicants must hold certification as a radiologic
technologist or nuclear ·medicine technologist; or
must have post secondary course work in General
Physics, Biology, and Human Anatomy.
For further information, contact: Program Director,
Diagnostic Medical Sonography,. Cancer Research
and Treatment Center, 1202 B, 277-2161.

Application Deadline
for June; 1983 class:
February 10, 1983.

Buy 2 Get 2 Free
winter clothing elearanee

There's still life
at the

general store
111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

266-7709

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

8117 Menaul NE

';\
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Female Minister Wants To Rid Christianity of Sexism
By Cindy Schnedar
Alice Brasfield is an ordained
Presbyterian minister who ~a~ts. to
assure other women that Chnsuun1ty
doesn't have to be sexist.
"I sec women giving up on the
church and leaving, partly because
of sexism," Alice said. She said she
prefers to be r~fe.rred to ?Y her first
name because 1t IS her given name,
while her last name was assumed
through marriage.
Alice, now working on her Ph.D.
in educational foundations al UNM,
is forming a stlpport group for

Buy any pizza
and a quart of Pepsi
at the regular price,
and get 2 Free
re-usable
plastic tumblers.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free

women to discuss religion in a gender exclusive, Alice said. The
feminist context.
. pronoun "He" was often inserted to
Language is a big obstacle in eli- make the text read more smoothly,
minating sexism from rcligi.on. she said.
Alice said. "[t's what got me mto
Some words in the original Hebthis issue in the .tlrst place.
rew text suc::h as "Elohim," mean"There's a lot or'malc-biased lan- ing God, and "RuahO:'. meaning
guage in liturgy and hymns, such as spirit, were in the femmJ.nc form,
'm::mkind' and 'son of man,"' she she said. Alice said she prefers to usc
said.
nouns for God rather than pronouns.
"We've been so accustomed to
thinking nf God as a father figure,
Although women ministers in the
but different images of God emerge Presbyterian Church officially have
when different language is used."
the same status as male ministers, a
If today's Bible were translated bias often exists on an implicit level,
more accurately, it would not be she said.

D~JIIvery

·3920 Central SE
262-1662

No coupon necessary - Just Ask
While Supply Lasts

l,lmhotd Dellvory Aru

Alice said she finished her seminary studies in 1969, but it was not
until 1975 that she was offered a
position as a full-time minister for a
church. "That says a little something," she said.
Alice said she worked as a hospital chaplain, gave workshops and

preached at various churches in the
six years. prior to 1975.
Alice said her group will help
women who feelleftout of their own
church because they no longer conform to societal norms. Interested
women should contact the Women's
Center or United Campus Ministries.

New Mexico Union Food Service
Welcomes
University of New Mexico· Students

Chinese University
Planning Exchange
A formal agreement for exchan.I?ing faculty, students and research ~s
being worked out between the u.mversity of New Mexico and a leadmg
Chinese university.
Acting as liaison betw~en 'l:fN~
and Shaanxi Teachers' Umvers1ty m
China is Dr. Fred G. Sturm, chairman of the UNM philosophy department Sturm who served as a visiting p~ofesso; at Shaanxi ear.lier this
year, was recently appomted a
permanent honorary professor on
the Shaanxi faculty.
Details of the arrangement are
being worked out by the UNM As fan
Studies Committee and members of
the Shaanxi faculty.
Shaanxi is one of five teachers'
universities operated by the national
Ministry of Education of the People's Republic of China, Sturm said.
It provides faculty and resea;che:s
for provincial colleges and um~em
ties, and teachers for the key m1ddle
schools (secondary schools that pre-

pare exceptionally intelligent teenagers for college).
The university is located in the
city of Xi'an, formerly known as
Chang'an, which was the caP.ital for
11 of Chin;1's dynasties. The city is
one of the most important archeological, historical and cultural centers
of China.
"This university certainly is one
of the freest in China," Sturm said.
''The administration seems to be
supportive of academic freedom as
we know it.

"I found. the students to be capable of handling studies here despite
the Cultural Revolution, and a faculty that is alive and alert, trying to
keep in touch with their various
fields."
During the spring semester, President Li Min of Shaanxi, accompanied by several members of his
administration and faculty, are expecte!l to visit UNM to discuss exchange arrangements.

N ewsmal<ers

We are glad you are here.
Sandwiches
Nobody Offers Better Quality
At A Better Price
Hamburger •• , ••.••••... , . 1.35
Cheeseburger ••..•.•••..•• 1.45
W• lb. patty, mustard pickle, lettuce,
tomaio, onion, on a sesame bun)
Cheeseburger basket
with fries ••..••••.•••••• , • 1. 79
All our burgers are Charbroiled
Quarter-pounders

Hamburger Specials ( IOQ% beef, V.. lb. patties)
Monday-Swiss Cheeseburger with bacon •••••• $1.89
Tuesday-Green Chili Cheeseburger ••••••••••• 1.89
Wednesday-Monterey Jack with sauteed onions. 1.89
Thursday-Cheeseburger with chill con carne ••• 1.89
Friday-Pizza burger •••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.89
(served with Kitchen fries, onion rings, garnish on French
Hard Roll)

Breakfast

Club Sandwich •••••••.••••
Club Sandwich w/fries •. , .•
Chicken basket ••• , •••••• ,
Fish basket, ••••••.••••.••
(Basket inr:Judes fries)
Fries •••••••••••••••.•• 49

Soup

You Can Spend More Elsewhere,
But You Will Probably Get Less.

Patty Melt, V.. lb. patty ••. $1.49
Grilled Cheese ..............79
Grilled Ham & Cheese ••••• 1.25
Fish Sandwich •• , , ••• , • , •• 1.29
Grilled chile & cheese •• , , •• , .89

1.89

.99

Pastries

Nobody Does It Better

Would You Like To Get What You Paid for'l Here..Jt lsi

SOUPS DAILY choice of 3 . , , ••• 95
Chile Con Carne •••••••••••• , • •99
Cup of Soup •••••••••••••.• , , .55
Homemade with fresh ingredients
daily!

Omelette; 3 egg, choice of hash browns or toast •••• 99
Breakfast sandwich-muffin with ham and cheese ••• 99
CASA DEL' SOL
Egg burrito with beans •••••••••••••••••••••. $1.50
Papitas with eggs •• ; ........... , ............. 1.50
Huevos Rancheros with beans ••••••••••••••••• 1.50
(Includes choice of chile plus garnish)

1.59
1.89
1.89

Each Doz.
Each Doz.
Cake donut .... , ...... $ .20 $2.00
Maple bars........ , ....... 35 3.25
Raised donut •••••• , •. , •..25 2.25
Brownies ......... , •••••.• 25 2.25
Bear Claw ...............35 3.25
Cookies, lrg•• 1 each .25, & 2 each .SO
Jelly·rdled donuts .........35 3.25
Bagels, large •• , ............... 49
Donut holes , ••• , • , , , ••••• 05 .50
All pastries baked fresh daily by our own baker

Hot Entrees·
The fonmer director of Latin American programs at UNM, Manuel J~stiz,
has been confirmed by the U.S. Senate as the new director of the Natlo~al
Institute ofEducation. The appointment makes Justiz the num~ertwo offi~1al
in the federal Department of Education, and one of the h1ghest-ranking
Hispanics in the Reagan administration.
Gov Toney Anaya has chosen several former students and instructors
from the UNM School of Law to fill posts in his administration. Those
appointed include UNM professor Joseph Goldberg, who was picked as the
new secretary of human services; Albuquerque attorney and UNM Scho~l of
Law graduate Judith M. Espinosa, chosen as sec~tary of transpoytahon;
and former UNM professor of consumer Jaw Paul B1derman moved mto the
position of assistant state attorney general.
New Attorney General Paul Bardacke, himself a former adjunct
professor at the School of Law.
chose one of his students, Kay
Marr, now state finance secretary,
as a part-time advisor on. the state
budget and bureaucracy.
Also on the political front, Alan
B. Reed, the associate dean for
graduate studies at UNM, has
announced he will seek the congressional seat now held by Rep. Manuel
Lujan, Jr.

GRAND OPENING WEEK
Of
YOUR SPORTS SPECIALTY SHOP

TED JOJOLA

•
•
•
•

Running Shoes
Bicycles
Tennis Togs
Lightweight Backpacking Gear

• X·C & Downhill Skis
• Racquetball Equipment
• Canoes & Sailboards
•Kayaks

Bring in this ad lor free bicycle repair inspection

AND 20% OFF our advertised labor rates.
Good thru Jan. 31, 1983

3222 Central, SE
(2 blocks east of U.N.M.)

Open Mon .. Sat 9-6

268-3949

Two jobs are better than one,
according to Ted Jojola, now se~
ing as both director of the Native
American studies department and as
an assistant professor in the UNM
Department of Architecture and
Planning. "I can be much more than
an administrator," says the 31-yearold Jojola.

UNM students Beverly McGary and Rick Salgado took first-place honors at the Sun Carnival National Invitational Tournament for Forensics in El
Paso, Jan. 7·9. The debatingpair competed in the Cross-Examination Debate
Association Division, which focuses on communication skills and value
resolutions.
After a one-day rest, McGary and Salgado moved on to the Jean Reynolds
Invitational Tournament .. There they placed fifth in the cross-examination
section with Salgado ranking f1rst among the top ten speakers in th~ divisi~n.
Kathy Hovorka, also of UNM, took first place in Oral Iriterpretabon, while
Bruce Donisthorpe took third in Speech Communication.
Dr. Robert D. Moseiey, UNM radiology department chairman, and three
other faculty members from the department, Dr. Fred A. MettlcrJr:,
Robert Seigel and Jeffery D. Wicks, have been honored by the John Mmr
Medical Film Festival for developing a television medical program produced
by the Network for Continuing Medical Education: Their program, ''New
Diagnostic Images: Which, When, Why" garnered ani.! of the top 15 awards
for .tllm/vidcotape excellence.

Includes choice of
1 ea. or 3 entrees
2 ea. or 3 vegetables
with roll & butter. from 2.50 to 2.95

A note from our executive chef (Phil
Watts): All our food is prepared fn!Sh
daily In our kitchen.

Dell

. Ice Cream

How Do We Milke A Better
DeU Silndwlch Thiln Anyone Eisel
We Mi1lke It Your Wily
Choice of 9 meats
Choice of 8 cheeses
turkey
American
ham
Swiss
1'03lil beef
cheddar
provaklne
pastrami
corned beef
jalapeno
salami
moz:w:ella
polish sausage
cream
monterey jack
canadian bacon
braunsbwelger

Who Can Say No?
ICE CREAM
singl~ •

SUNDAES ••••••

$.39
double e e
e
e
e. e
165
shake (all navors) ...................95
e e • e
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chocolate
butterscotch
strawberry

•

turkey

..................

pineapple
cberry

lllf'alfa sprouts

ham

roast beef
avocado
tomatoes
bean sprouts

Beverages

i_ li·t 1 to 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l_e I 1 I I f io

I

,j I

Who Else Offers f Z Different Pita ftiUnss?

Salacl Bar

1140 .ss .65

Create An Ortslnal

·:s

Whipped spa (orange or pilla colada)., • ••• • • • •• • • • • • ..49 .59 .69
Ice· tea • • • ; ......... • •••••• • • • •••••• • •• • • •• • • • • •• • •.40
.65
Juice •• , ••.• , ••••.•• ~ •••.•••••••.••••.• _•••••• _._.••••• 30. 5 .60
(tomato, orange, cranberry, grape, apple)

Hours: Mon.-Fri., 6:30a.m. to 8:00
p.m. Sat. 8:110 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
(Country Store only)

What's your favorite? We offer ZZ to 34 different toppings! $.15 per oz.

GOODI
...

¥.

{

•

cucumben
cheese
IJI'eenehUi
bell peppers
mllshtooms

(Choice of whole wheat or reg. pita bread)

corree . ,•.• , .•. ;... ,••...•... , ..•.•. -. , .•. ,•...-•.•..••.25 .40
I 11 I 1 1 1

I

1 Sandwich ............................... • ••• • • • • • • •.•• • •. $.99'

can You Say No To These Prices?

sott drinks

I

Pita

Meat, $1.!)5 • or • m~t with cheese, $2.25
(Served hqt or cold)

·
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By Jane Novotny
of Oklahoma State University
Another person's cigarette smoke
can reduce by 48 to 225 days the life
expectancy of people around him,
according to a recent report published in the Journal of Biological
Physics, a scientific research
journal.
In the report, Dr. Peter Fong, .a
physics professor at Emory Umversity in Atlanta, evaluated the
health hazard of "ambient'' smoke,
the cigarette smoke inhaled by nonsmokers near a smoker. He compared the hazards of ambient smoke
to non-smokers with health effects
associated with smokers' exposure
to primary smoke, the .smoke inhaled through a cigarette,
Fong found in his research that the
health effect of ambient smoke is
between one-thirteenth and onesixtieth of that due to primary
smoke. For example, Fong said, in a
population of 220 million, ambient
smoke is estimated to cause between
10,000 and 50,000 deaths a year, or
reduce the life expectancy by an
amount between 225 and 48 days.
.In the study, the minimum and
maximum risk measures were set to
account for different levels of
ambient smoke and its varying toxic
effects. Forinstance, smokeell.hi:!l~
by a smoker is less toxic because it
has been filtered through his lungs,
Fong said.
''On the other hand," he said,
"the smoke generated when the
cigarette burns idle has not been fi~
tered by the cigarette and therefore !8
more toxic to non-smokers than .ts
first-hand smoke to smokers."
Fong described two levels of exposure to ambient smoke:
:____ Low-density exposure occurs
indoors where human density is low,
like offices and stores.
- High-density exposure
occurs in close quarters near smok•

We're across from Johnson Gym/UNM
Free parking behind store

ers, like restaunmts, carpools and
meeting halls.
''Although fue smoke in the environment, which is inhaled by nonsmokers, is much weaker Ulan that
inhaled by a smoker, fue exposure
time is much longer. The net effect
may not be negligible. The purpose
of the study is to determine this
effect on a quantitative basis,'' Fong
said.
Fong calculated the average daily
exposure to ambient smoke of an
average working adult to be II hours
of low-density exposure and one
hour of high-density exposure. The
remaining 12 hours were assumed to
be spent at home, which is a nonpublic place that supposedly can be
made smoke-free.
When comparing ambient smoke
wifu other health hazards, Fong reported the reduction of life expectancy of smokers to be about eight
years. The reduction due to air
pollution was estimated to be from
eight to 160 days. Automobile accidents which account for one-half of
all ac~idental deaths, were estimated
to reduce life expectancy by 140
days; ozone depletion in the stratosphere due to. the use of aerosal spray

have to stop at school, the Semeste..- Pass is good for unlimited
rides during the weel' and weekend.

v • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

good through May 31st.

Monday, January 31st

8:00pm

K1va Auditorium
An evening with

for Used and New Texts
Classroom supplies and calculators

'.50.00

Special Back-to-School Hours
Sunday, January 16 12-Spm
Mon-Thur January 17-20 8:30am-7pm

Commuter Pass . • . • . . .. • • . . • . . . • . . . • • . • . • . '16.00
one calendar ITIOidh

Punch Pass ••.••..•...••.•...•.•.•..•. ·• . • • • •..8.00

Tuesday, February 15th
900pm
Graham Central Station

We Have a New Refund Policy
Please Ask for a Copy

twenty rides

,.,...,........

·Mhble only to fuJime IIUdents d IIC'Cided poll Noh .tchool edi'C'ItJonlllnlllullane
In AlbuquerqUe. A ·ful.dme lludent at (19\ II reghleced far 12 underpadr 11 hcus ar

'ftanslt Division
For WOII'IIIItlon call: 76&7&30

Watch for our 357 sale!
Tuesday, March 1st

8:00pm

Kiva .Auditorium
Listen to KFMG for details or con
299·7799 for more Information or

to charge tickets .

·--·

Lo

Belter benefit plan
must be purchased ut the Student
Health Center or the agent's office,

Make Us Your

Sun-Tran Will be seDing passes at UNM in the SUB (main floor,
nol1h end) from 9 AM to 3 PM on January 14, 17, 18 and 19.

.....

Enroll at;
I) UNM Cashier's. Office (through Feb, 4)
2) Student Health Center (MWF l-3pm)
3) Keystone Life Office
2625 Pennsylvania N~ Suite 300
i\lbuquerque, NM 87110
884-6827

Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area

•

How much are )UI spending for commuting to school? As a
fuD-time stuc::1ent. )UI could pay as UttJe as •so.oo per sen:teSfer.
That's the price d Sun-Tran's Semester- Pass. And )'OU don't

_.._ _ _ .......,. . . _ . . _ _ _

Deadline: February 7

(Money)

(MIIel)

•

You may buy it now or wait until
the official enrollment period:
Janu~try 17 through February 7

2112 Central SE 243-1777

Sun:rranomtcs 1s
More for Less.

Or of Albuquerque

Now!

Opposite UNM

"·'

Semeste.A' Pass •. • • .. • • • • • •

yottr UNM Student Health Insurance

Student Book Store

Big River & KFMG present

•

Buy or Renew

•••

•
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Borg vs.
Mayer;
Treat for
City Fans
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Photos by Joe Cavarctta

STUDENTS

y

y
y

Dennis Pohlman

•t
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Borg, winner of five consecutive
Wimbledon titles from 1976-80,
dropped the opening set to Mayer
before storming back to take tile next
tllrcc. A booming service by both
players kept the match close and exciting for the estimated 6,000 fans.
Three tie-breakers were required before Borg came out on top.
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quickly and accurately!
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THE MOST IMPORTANT ADVANCE IN WRITING
SINCE THE TYPEWRI.TER
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is available to serve you at the ASUNM
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The preview match saw Alex
Olmedo pound the elder Pancho
Segura, 10-2. Segura seemed to be
no match for Olmedo and left the
crowd restless before the onset of the
main event.

STAFF

We can give· you a competitive edge!
Increase your writing output!
Revise your papers, manuals & manuscripts

~

World-class tennis carne to University Area last week when former
world champion Bjorn Borg hooked
up with Sandy Mayer for four sets of
fast-paced action.

FACUL TV
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DUPLICATING CENTER .
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Borg took a year off following his
unprecedented five consecutive
world titles, dropping from tile top
ranks of tennis while he vacationed
with his wife, Returning to the pro
circuit, Borg found himself lowlyranked and forced to work his way
back up in the rankings. Most spectators thought Borg had regained the
form he showed when he appeared
nearly unbeatable in the late '70s.
Most also conceded Mayer had played well and was suitable competition
for Borg.

World Class
(Clockwise from above) Borg backhand; contemplation
between games; even the pros keep their eyes on the
ball; Mayer and Borg at pregame press conference; Borg
swamped by autograph seekers after match.
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Organizers of the event were
pleased by the turnout and said future matches were likely to be scheduled involving world-class players.
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y
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Our new CPT 8100 Word Processing units and Optical Character Reader (OCR) provide
you with the means to be more productive. They allow you to concentrate on the
quality of what you write by freeing you from time-consuming mechanical corrections.
Bring your papers, manuals, manuscripts and science tables to us. Then, while you
take care of other business, we will type them ERROR-FREE (on final copy) on our new
CPT Word Processing units. If you need to make ch.:mges later on we can insert, delete
or move around letters, spaces, words, paragraphs or entire pages in a flash! And
once a section is typed correctly it will never have to be retyped again ..• not even
if you change all the other sections in the paper. If you are the type of person
who works best on clean drafts we can supply fresh copies as you need them.
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we are experienced in ~Text editing
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DROP BY ·oR CALL US
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277-5992
MWF
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ON ALL WOAD PROCESSING
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DISCOUNt
COUPON
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

WORD PROCESSING CENTER
Lower Level, UNM Union B I dg
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ON WHAT OUR WORD PROCESSORS CAN DO FOR YOU.
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Workshop Offered
Office staff who need a better
Among the topics to be covered
understanding of the financial are underst1111ding accounting lanas~cts of management may attend a
guage, financial statement analysis,
three-evening workshop at the Uni- fundamentals of finance, financial
versity of New Mexico, January 18 ~Ianning an.d control, and applicato 20,
tiOns of vanous financial analyses.
• •Accounting and Financial
Each workshop session will meet
Essentials for Executive Secretaries, from
6 to 9:30 p.m. in the UNM
Administrative Assistants and Management
Development Center.
Office Staff'' is presented by the
The fee is $185, which includes
UNM Management Development all program materials and refreshCenter.
ments. A 10 percent discount is
"This workshop is designed for available to any orgnization sending
secretaries, administrative assis- three or more people.
tants, staff supervisors, financial
Expenses incurred for continuing
and accounting staff, support staff
management education may be tax
~rsonnel and all others who are interested in accounting and finance deductible if undertaken to maintain
and the role these play in the orgll- and improve professional skills,
nization," said John Warner, center This includes tuition, travel, meals
and lodging.
director.
"It is assumed that most particiFor more information, or to enpants will have had minimal expo- roll, contact the Management Desure to accounting and finance in the
work setting,'' be said.
School
of Management..
velopment
center through the UNM

GRE:EK & MIDOLE: EASTERN SPECIALTIES

GYROS- Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI- Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD- with pita bread
BAKLAVA- for dessert
We now have Beer and Wine!!

as seen in
Popular Ceramics Magazines

FEB. 4, 5, 6 $50.00*

LESLIE DONOVAN

Writer Excels Despite Obstacle

SIGN UP Now·
Ceramic Gallery lnt'l. Inc.
10700 Menaul NE Suite D
Albuquerque, N.M. 87112
(505) 293-2810
*includes
all paint & patterns
not greenware

Although reaching the elevator
buttonbas been something of a problem for Leslie Donovan, it hasn't
prevented her from reaching the
heights of academic excellence.
Donovan, a 24-year-old poet and
writer, will graduate magna cum
laude from the University of New
Mexico after bringing UNM's literary magazine back to life and workinp; at the New Mexico Daily Lobo

!!:!!:~~~f.F-~~8~~~~:!~~:!!.!!1!..,__....--------..I

PIZZA EXPRESS

FREE DELIVEI'YI

Umltecl Delivery Area

CALL 243·2100

t7t0 c.ntral Av•, SE
Juat wHt of UniVMiay llvd.

Plzz Slz J
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1
I

I

~_.~~--'~~~!.=;=~~~:.----------,-~!!___ ~--.!~--,

Sun·'lb

504 OFF

51°0

OFF

11so

OFF

I

i

I
1 1 orr Pizza 1 an Pizza 16"' Pizza I
I._I ______________________________________..I1
any

one coupon
per pizza

any

one coupon
per pizza

any

one coupon
per pizza

for six years. Donovan will receive
her_ bachelor's degree .in creative'
writing with a minor in journalism
on May 16.
In addition to her achievements,
Donovan's confinement to a wheelchair because of rheumatoid arthritis
has made hercoljegecareerdifferent
than most. Donovan, however, does
not see it as a handicap.
"It's my life," Donovan said.
"Since I was three, I haven't known
anything else, so for me it's ordinary - there's nothing unusual about
it. Sometimes it's inconvenient
though; I can't always reach things like elevator buttons."
Donovan came to UNM in 1976.
She chose the arts and production
end ofjournalism as a career and has
gained necessary experience by
working at the Lobo.
Her speciality at the newspa~r is
preparing advertising copy for typesetting, although she has written for
the arts section for the past four
years. She has written several freelance art columns for Black and
.White, an Albuquerque independent
feature publication.
In 1978, Donovan and UNM student Gayle Krueger revived the university's literary magazine, Thun-

derbird, which had been out of circulation for several years, and called
the new publication- Conceptions
Southwest.

'

"There was a real need on campus," Donovan said. ''Both the
creative writing and. art students
needed an outlet for their work, so
we decided to do a publication that
equally represented the art and literature work done by UNM students.
Donovan worked with Conceptions Southwest until the fall of
1981, serving as its editor last year.
Pursuing her interest in handicapped awar.:ness and rights for disabled people, Donovan served as
president for Disabled on Campus
from 1976-80 and as a member of
the Mayor's Commission for the
Handicapped last spring.
Donovan plans to enter graduate
school this fall to begin work toward
a master's degree in medieval literature. Through an editorial assistantship, she will be working on the
Blake Quarterly and the
Shakespeare Studies Journal, both
scholarly journals published by the
English department.
Donovan likes the university
atmosphere and someday would like
to teach university-level English and
work in the publishing field.

CHECK IT OUT!
THE IVIEN
OF TI-lE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdih' ya'?

Gocllathcr~ PizZa ..

r
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UNM Geolology Grads
Find Jobs Despite Slump
UNM's geology department has
been able to place their graduates in
jobs despite a drop in employment
for geologists.
Most jobs for geologists are in
exploration for mining and petroleumindustries, said Dr. Wolf Elston, acting geology chairman. Exploration has dropped off and so
have the number of jobs being
offered, he said.
Elston said the petroleum industry
is leveling off at a high level and that
exploration is usually the first thing
cut.
"Things are definitely tighter,"
he said.
Employment in geology is cyclical and often goes contrary to the eco-

nomy, he said. UNM's geology department has been able to place its
master's degree students because
they have remained steady at 60
graduate students during big employment booms for geology, he explained.
"We anticipated this (drop-oft)
when jobs were abundant," he said.
"other schools increased their
graduate programs."
The geology department has a
strong master's program, he'said. A
master's is the standard degree for
geologists.
There has been a large increase in
applications to the graduate program
because of the drop in employment,
he said.

From tkir first cautious steps, to tfie most complicated Pas de
datx, Happy Fat supplies all dancers witfi a complete selection of
footweD.r and apparel.
Names, !tame dancers liavt demanded for yeD.rs. Capezio, Dmts!iiu,
Flexatard and Carusfilia.
And always profwional fitting 6y trained experts.
We've van fitting Nao Mexico dancers for years.
Wfim you come in 6t sure to ask for your fra Happy Clu6 card,
and Yecdlll valua61t diSCOUIIIS,
Open Mon,·Sat. 9:3o·6:oo
255·86]3

4821 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 8JI08

THE GREEKS WANT YOU
• This week the fraternites of U.N.M. are rec;:ruiting new members who
are willing to broaden their educational g~als and ambitions.
• Do you feel that there is more to a good education than just books and
classes?
• Do you realize that leadership development is essential to the progress of
your career?
• Does your social life not quite match up to your academic performance?

---

.,;;..~

• The fraternities are not the answer for every man. But if you
answered "yes" to any of be above questions then maybe the
fraternity system is for you.
• AU fraternities are located north of the duck pond on Sigma Chi and Mesa
Vista Rd. and will be open from 7:00 to 11:00 this evening.

Come see If "The Greek Life"

Get your calendar for 1983!
The first calendar ever featuring UNM Students!
Certain to be a collector's item! Available at the UNM Bookstorel

Is right for you.

•
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Meridian Gallery, 220 Central, Ave., S.W.

~~\~ ~~~~~ ! Sculptor, Dancer Collaborate

g
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I
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I

9-5:30 Mon-Sat I
Across from
I SCULPTOR Barbara Bock stands amid her waves of paper that are now showing at the
Bell Gas Station I

B

I.

I

106 Vassar SE
268-6547

I

Back to School Specials

I

1. Bicycle tune-up $13.00
2. Up to 10% OFF Bicycles while stock lasts
3. 25% OFF all accessories
4. Thorn resistant tubes installed $4.50 each.
5. Complete overhaul $25.00
6. U shaped lock with $300. Guarantee $19.99

1
1
1
1
1

1

Expert repairs on all makes of Bicycles
~~

SALE r-==--

SALE

offer good until Jan 30

12 waves that stood about a foot
high. Connor was to create a dance
Too often, we think of a work of response to the sculpture Sunday
art as the finished product, not as the af(ernoon. Connor, however, was
process. Last Friday night, sculptor ''stumped'' by the piece, Bock said.
Friday night, Bock, Connor and
Barbara Bock and dancer Lee Connor proved that often the process can Bock's husband, Philip, dismantled
become a lively collaborative effort the first piece and hung a new
rather than simply a matter of crea- work - aseries of paper strips that
arch down from the walls of the galtion and response.
Bock had created a paper sculp- lery and meet in the middle.
"I think this is a much better use
ture on the floor of the Meridian
Gallery downtown. It was a series of of the gallery's space," Bock said of

By Ann Ryan

the new work.
Connor said he was excited about
responding to each permutation of
the paper. Philip Bock said the work
looked like the prow of a viking
ship.
Connor's dance response is the
first in a series of three to take place
mi Sundays during January. Bock
said the show may be extended.
After Connor has danced, Bock
will create a new work, so that each
continued on page 19

E
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Luci Tapahonso, a graduate stu.
dent at the University of New Mexico, recently published her second
book titled Seasonal Woman, with
illustrations by R. C. Gorman and an
introduction by Taos author John
Nichols.
She was also selected among 20
applicants as this year's recipient of
the UNM English department's
Creative Writing Fellowship' of
$5000, which will be used to help
her with the expenses of graduate
school.
.
Tapahonso, whose first book,
Shiprock, was published last fall,
writes poetry detailing the lives of
the people of Shiprock, her home.
"Without them [the people of Shiprock]," she said, "the books would
not be possible." And with the
added support from Gorman and
Nichols, she has confidence in her
second book.
"I didn't know either Nichols or
Gorman," she said.· "I just called
them, told them who I was and asked
if they would help me out with my
book. People thought I was cra;zy to
just call them, but I did and they both
agreed."
Tapahonso said the fellowhsip
will allow her to concentrate fully on
her writing and begin work on her
third book.
"The fellowship," she said,

"will allow me more time to write
for one year without money worries.
The grant is meant to encourage
minorities to write more and to help
Hispanics and Native American writers contribute to Southwestern liter-

ature,''
In order to qualify, Tapahonso
submitted copies of her work to be
reviewed and had to be eligible for
graduate school. By the end of next
August she will have completed 12
hours in both writing and literature
classes, six hours of thesis work and
will have a master's degree in fine
arts in creative writing - the completion of the MFA being the primary reason the department awards
the fellowships. .
A 1980 graduate of UNM, Tapahonso was hired l;tst spring as a parttime lecturer to teach a Native
American literature class. She was
preparing to teach again this semester when she received a call informing her she had won the fellowship.
''l d.idn't expect to win," she
said, "I was working on material for
my class when the call came."
Tapahonso' s future plans include
a series of plays in Navajo dialect to
be performed by Navajo .high school
students.

Applications for the administrative training program of the Santa Fe
Opera are now being accepted. The
program is designed to further the
knowledge and skills of potential
opera administrators. Trainees will
apprentice with a professional in .the
specific disciplines offered. Experience is required and qualified applicants will be contacted for an interview.
In the perfonnance area, there is a
position open for an assistant to the
wardrobe mistress, and an assistant
to the technical director. In the
general administrative area, there
are positions for four assistants to
the box office manager, and ant
assistant to the controller.
Resumes should be sent no later
than Feb. 15, 1983, to Barbara E.
Zarlengo, The Santa Fe Opera, P.O.
Box 2408, Santa Fe, New Mexico

Dlslribuleouradvertlslngmalerlallin and
around lo<al campuses4·Jahoursperweek.
Absolutely no selling. Choose your own
hours, must be able to work Without
supervision. Yourearnlngsarduedupon
the amount of materials you distribute:
average earnings of our 310 campus repslo
S6,58 an hour. further detallopr<Mded In
our Introductory Pot:keL

Enchilada·· •• ·• • -, ...........

ii • • •- • •

-$.89

Tamale • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .89
Bean burrito ••...•• ·- .•••••..-••., 1.00
Beef' burrito ••••••••••.•••••••••- 1.89
Tostado ••••.••.•••••••••••.•••••• 1.89
taco
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(served with clloice of chile plus garnish}
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Jackets!
CREATIVE ENDEA
writing graduate student
Luci Tapahonso is this year's recipient of the department's
Fellowship.

420 CeNTRAL 8.e.
(500) 247-0564
10:00-6:00 MON.-SAT.
V\5A & MA5TE:R CHARGE:

from

UNM Bookstore
We're glad.to see you! You've already coped with registration. campus
maps. parking... and now:
The Bookstore! ·
We want your experience with us to be pleasant. Please ask us for late
listed courses, text location and anything else we can help you with.

Please Read Our Returns Policy!
1) You MUST hove your sales receiP.t!
2) Last day to return spring texts is Feb. 12, 1983
3) Books must be in original condition as purchased.
4) You must have your UNM 10.

(706) ~7-1111

Our Regular Hours:
Mon-Fri Sam to Spm
Saturday 9am to 1pm

Special Registration Hours:
Monday Jan. 17 open 8am to 7prn
Tuesday Jan. 18 open 8arn to 7pm

January
Clearance
Sale

Salads

Enchilada -plate .............. ·• •.•••••••••••.•••• -• • $2.~5
Taco plate .•••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• -. • 2.35
Bean Burrito _plate •••. • .,_ •••.•••••••••••••••.• -• .••• 1.90
Combination plate·enchilada~ taco, tamale • • • • • • . • • 2.95

Mexican chers salad ••••••••• , • $1.50
Guacomole Salad •••••••••.•••••• •95

PLUS: Salsa & Chips ... $.75, lg. $1.25
llot Sopaipillas w/honey , •••••••• $.35
Nachos .............. $1.00, lg. $1.50

8UitS/

Amtrican PoiiCIIIf

Lunch
(above served with chile, beans, rice garnish, tortilla or sopaipilla)

coats!

soo 3rd AvL w..._s.om.; WA 91119

Open 9:00· f 0: 15 for Breakfast and 10:30· 2:00 for Lunch Mon.frl.
What Makes Our Mexican Foo~ The Best? We Carel

20to 50% OFF
f'all and Winter
Clothing

Open late every Tuesday and Wednesday
'til 6pm through this month, January.

Bowls
Posole • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••. • ..••

I

••• I

1.25

Ch-ile & Beans ••.••••
1.25
Beans ••.-•• ~ -. ••••• ,, ••• , ••• " • • • • • .6S
I

,

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Welcome Back

New MeXIco Food (Casa del Sol)

.• .• •

•

•

l 1·"-I ll

Q5o/o to 50% off

87501.

GOODI
New Mexico Union ,food Service

.~1

SF Opera Seeks
·Theater Workers

DULL WORK • HIGH PAY I

A Ia Carte

I
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FINALLY! A SPEED READING PROGRAM THAT CUTS YOUR
READING TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING COMPREHENSION OR RECALL!

FAST AND SMART •• , ISN'T THAT HOW YOU WANTTD READ?

l'1 ii ;Jil1l• :mm r11 m:t'• • ~"to'ill 'I
Wed. Jan 19
7pm Mitchell Hall 111

l
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Arts
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Country Music
Superstar
Comes to Pit

Tape Concert Marks 100th Birthday

The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Popular
Entertainment Committee is proud
to present, in concert, Mr. Kenny
Rogers, This popular country crooner will be performing in the round at
the University of New Mexico Are·
na tomorrow night at 8 p.m. Doors
open at 7 p.m. ·
After receiving nationwide recognition with The First Edition, a folkrock group from the '60s, Kenny
Rogers broke into the country music
scene with "Lucille," a song which
is indicative of Rogers' affection for
what he calls "story-songs."
Opening the show for Kenny Ro·
gers will be comedian Lonnie Shorr
and songstress Cryst;~l Gayle.
Tic.kets for the show are $12.50
and $15 and are on sale at Giant
Ticket Outlets.
This wUI be the PEC's first con- COUNTRY MUSIC SUPERSTAR Kenny Rogers will perform
cert of the year.
in the round at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Pit.

BREAKTHROUGH RAPID READING

~~~. Call. Oay.s, E.vonlnosorWee.kends lor Delalls

ICIIIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL

PO<MRA,!;,~~~;:USTSS•K:E t"6

127 Jefferson N.E.-

Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 265•2524.

Student Health Center

ACLOA 's 'Hello Dolly' Needs Singers, Dancers
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
has scheduled singing auditions for
Hello, Dolly! on Sunday, starting at
12:30 p.m. at the ALCOA Center,
4201 Ellison NE.

Guest director Bill Potenziani is
looking for three strong female singers, three strong male singers, one
strong female dancer and one strong
male dancer to play the leads.

Noon Back
Exercise Class
Structure, function, desire for the desk sitter
Facilitated by Ann Clark. RPT

Mondays & Wednesdays 12 - 1
2"d floor Conference Rm 218
Limited enrollment-

277~3136

A GROUP ABOUT
WOMEN AND CHANGE
Six Wednesday Afternoons
February 2, 1983 through March 9, 1983
2:00 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
A support/counseling/skill-learning group for students experiencing change and wanting to deal
with it more effectively.

For the chorus, Potenziani will
need six female singer/dancers, six
male singer/dancers, six female singers and six male singers. All supplementary roles will be cast in the
chorus.
Dance auditions will be held
Saturday at 7:30p.m. at Suzanne's
School of Ballet, 6913 Natalie NE.
Anyone wishing to try out can call
the ACLOA office, 345-6577, for
audition numbers.
A free pre-audition workshop will
be conducted by Allison Davis on
Wednesday at 7 p.m.

A VERY SPECIAL

EVENING WITH

KENNY
ROGERS

The Women and Change Group is free to UNM
students enrolled for 6 or more hours.

Herpes Support
Group

GAYLE
"-----!

Smoking· Cessation
Workshop
Facllltdted by Sdndra Spurlock

Beginning Feb 15. Tuesdays & Thursdays
6-8 p.tn.
For Information please call 2n-3136

LONNIE SHORR
Un!iversity Arena
Tomorrow Night 8:00pm
$15.00/$12.50 reserved seating only
Tickets at all Giant outlets

masterpieces of electronic music.
Varese also lived for a time in Santa
Fe in the late 1930s.
Also on the program wilJ be A Sky
of Cloudles.~ Sulphur (1978) b.y
Morton Subotnick, a work realized
on a Buchta synthesizer, and an early tape piece by Pauline Oliveros
Big Mother is Watching .You. Sub:
otnick and Oliveros co-founded the
now-legendary San Francisco Tape
Music Center in the 1960s and have
remained at the forefront of electronic music and contemporary performance. English composer Gavin
Bryars will be represented by The
Sinking of the Titanic, a poignantly
humorous musical re-creation of
that event. And finally, a brand new
work by Richard Teitelbaum, 4 Stu•
dies for 3 Pianos (1982), created for
the micro-computor-assisted Pianocorder system, will be heard in a
recent tape of a live performance by

the composers. Teitelbaum, voted
most interesting synthesizer artist in
the mid-1970s by the Downbeat cri·
tics poll for his work with Anthony
Braxton and George Lewis, was, in
the late 1960s, also a memb~;:r of
Musica Elettronica Viva in Italy,
one of the first groups to perform
live electronic improvisational
music.
The concert has been organized
by composer P~;:ter Garland, who
will also moderate the event. Tickets
for the new music tape concert are $4
and may be purchased at the door.
For further information call 9821338.
This concert is made possible in
part by grants from the National En- ·
dowment for the Arts and the New
Mexico Arts Division.

NOTES
Cl1tfs Notes answer your
quest1ons about literature
as you study and rev1ew.
Each IS designed to·help
Improve your grades and
save you time.

Come in and see our
Cliffs Notes display

Available at:

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2112 Central SE 243-1777
Serving UNM and the Albuquerque area.

Bock-----------continued from page 16
performance will be different.
Bock and Connor met in B.ernalil·
lo last fall when both were performing at the El Zocalo theater there.
An assistant professor of dance at
UNM, Connor will not perform to
any music - he will be guided only
by the paper.
Bock, who received her B.A. and
M.A. in art from California State
University, Fresno, has only recently made the transition from painting
to sculpture.
"I started working flat and started
taking apart the canvas and building
the paper and. beginning to do things
with it, and more and more it's
moved in that direction. I find it's
extremely satisfying to me - I really love doing this. I'd rather do this
than work flat."
One of the original members of
the Meridian Gallery, an artist's
cooperative founded in 1977, Bock
has shown in California and the
Southwest.
''Movement, not just dance
movement, but movement-

Concert Features
UN M Professor

Students wishing to participate in the Women and
Change Group should phone the UNM Student
Mental Health Service at 277-4537 to schedule a
preliminary interview as soon as possible. ·

Thursday mornings
February 17, 1983 through April 7, 1983
(7 weeks, no group spring break)
9:30 am. - 11:30 a.m.
For UNM students enrolled for 6 or more hours. The
group is for support, education and a means to
initiate a self-help ne-twork. For more information
and/or to schedule a preliminary screening inter~
view, please call the student Mental Health Service at 2n-4537 this week.

Explorations in Music, a project
of Rising Sun Media Arts Center,
presents its third annual new music
tape concert, in celebration of the
centennial of composer Edgard
Varese's birth. The concert in Santa
Fe will take place on Wednesday at 8
p.m. at the Linda Durham Gallery,
400 Canyon Road.
" Varep'se (1883-1965) was one of
the century's great composers and
also one of the first pioneers of electronic music. He created two works
for tape, both of which will be presented. The tape interpolations from
his orchestral work Deserts (1954)
are performable apart fl)>m the live
orchestra. His Poeme Electronique
(1958) created in collaboration with
architect Le Corbusier for the Philips Radio Pavilion at the arussels
Worlds Fair, was originally broadcast over 400 loudspeakers, and is
considered to be one of the great

WE HAVE
CLIFFS

University of New Mexico faculty member John Clark will perform
in the 1982-83 Fine Arts Music
Series at First United Methodist
Church.
Clark and the New Mexico Brass
Quintet will play a program of music
from Bach to jazz on Sunday at the
church, Fourth and Lead SW.
The three-part program features
Clark in traditional organ music,
classical music for organ and brass,
and Clark playing jazz piano with an
ensemble to be announced.
Clark, UNM director of choral
activities and an associate pro(essor
of music, has been at UNM since
1972.
The brass quintet is composed of
UNM music faulty members Jeff
Piper, trumpet; Kristin Thelander,
French horn; and .Karl Hinterbichler, trombone; UNM graduate assistant Deborah Baer, trumpet; and
UNM graduate student John Olah,
tuba.
The rest of the music series offers
the Netherlands Chamber Orchestra
in classical music, Oct 10; the classical duo piano team of Anthony and
Joseph Paratore, .Feb. 13; the
Rometos, a classical guitat quartet,
Match 13; and the McClain Family
Band in traditional bluegrass music,
April 24.
For a season brochure or season
tickets, contact the Fine Arts Music
Vesper Series, First United Method·
ist Church, P.O. Box 1638, Albuquerque 87103.
All perfonnances are Sunday at 4

speed, was really a part of what I
was interested in," she said.
Bock, who used to skate competitively, said that as a skater she was
interested in minimal things, and always wanted to do things with a
minimal amount of movement or
effort.
"Over the years, my art has begun to reflect the same interest,'' she
said, "and I see a lot of comparisons."
Before the first sculpture was
taken down, Bock said "at some
point, I'd like to do a truly collaborative thing with Lee in which we may
work together," letting Connor's
ideas be part of the work from the
beginning.
Two days before it was perfonned, Sunday's,dance, in a sense,
became a collaborative effort emphasizing that one of the
beauties of art is the flexibility of the
process, as well as the flexibility of
the artist himself.

We're stripping the store of winter clothes

lif6F?· s~ tl~e f'}lffif'ERBD ffi]HDEF?
Both Locations
2937 Monte VIsta NE
(Near UNM)

11101 MenauiNE
(FoothHis Shopping Center)

LAnGELL'S
ART SUPPLY

2900 Carlisle NE

[1 block south of candelarial

Phone 888-4040

F-~

C!C

STORE HOURS
MON.thril FRI. 8•30 -5•30
SATURDAY 9•00-5•00

unm ART STUDEnTS & FACULTY
WITH CURRENT I.D.

lBQJI:B(] U£D §I:B(U£Dt:Dl1
I
0V§I:B£DI:!JaJU
on ALL
SUPPLIES
Dlscoun.t good Jan.16,thru Jan. 31,1983
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS.

Artist
DUFFEL BAG
8~99 OR FREE
$1195 value

p.m.

•

With 550.00

·-Putchase ·

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

PLEnTY
OF
PARKinG

'"OO'"REFOGRA PH PEN

~W~l~H~AD""
$9.95 value

Cliffs
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Lobos Win WAC Opener ...

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays"

By Ste.ve King
It. has been said time and Jime

againthattaUdscheap, but in sports,,
talking is communication.
.
Call and
University of New Mexico head
basketball Coach Gary Colson had a
Compare
"heart to heart'' with Niles Dockery
Our Prices
before last Thursday's game with
4304 LOMAS, NE
Colorado State and 'Dock' reLomas Blvd. at Washington
Close to UNM
sponded with 21 points and four big
rebounds to help the Lobos beat the
:!)Ill Ulll 1II II 1111 IIIII II II II 111111111 II I111111111111111 II 11111111111 Ill I1111 111111111 III 1111111111111 II II II 11111111 II II IIIII~
Rams, 68-58 in UNM's Western
Athletic Conference opener at the
Pit.
''We needed Niles to play well,"
said Colson, "We need some leadership and some assertiveness out of
him because Phil (Smith) has had
some problems in the last four
games. Dock is starting to play like
he did when I saw him in the National Junior College Tournament last
year."
Dockery emerged off the bench
when the Lobos trailed 13-10 at the
12:31 mark of the first half. 'Dock'
got UNM's running game goingand
the Lobos ran off 12 unanswered
=
points. Dockery and George Scott
vities Center by Friday, January 21 . Informal Rush is
had four points in that two minute
= scheduled for January 23 through January 26.
span.
- Two free throws by Scott gave the
§==; Women wishing to join a sorority but who are ;===
Lobos a 27-17 advantage with seven
unable to attend Informal Rush can still sign up at
minutes left. Dockery went to work
Student Adivities for Open Rush.
again as he came off the bench and
got a three-point off a nice steal and
then fed Scott for an easy lay-up for a
32-19 Lobo lead.
But, the Rams weren't finished as
=-===Call 277-4706
E==
for further Information.
they scored six straight markers to
close the gap to seven, with less that
~ four minutes remaining in the first

265-3828

Informal Sorority Rush

half. Dockery scored six more
points before the end of the half,
which gave him 13 points and his
teammates a 41-34lead at the:half.
' Former Albuquerque SandiajHigh
standout Rich Strong's tip-in pulled
the visitors to within two points with
12 minutes left in the game. However, that was the last to be heard from
the Rams. The Lobos pulled away
for good at that point as Michael
Johnson hit a free throw, Don Brkovich scored a driving lay-up on a
pass from Smith, Alan Dolensky
popped in a short jumper and Dockery scored after another steal.
The 15,831 Lobo faithful gave
Dockery a rousing ovation after he

scored his 21st point. But, the game
was clouded a little bit by another
confrontation between Smith and
Colson, which resulted in Smith's
departure in the last minute of the
game. Colson downplayed the
event, while Smith wouldn't comment.
"Phil and I have been arguing for
three years," explained Colson. "I
sent him up b¢cause he said some
things that I dido 't like. It happens at
one time or another with every
athlete."
Scott was the only other Lobo to
score in double figures as he scored
14 points.
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Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science Graduates

Challenge.
Opportunity.
Prestige_·. _
Reasons to investigate
a consulting career with
Booz •Allen & Hamilton.
We'll be on your campus
Friday, January 28.
A consulting career offers opportunities and challenges you won't find with
other careers. If you're a top performer with a strong desire for success, you
should investigate a consultingcareer with Booz•AIIert & Hamilton. One of
the world's leading consulting firms.
We're looking for innovative and highly talented people with degrees in
Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, or related, fielcb,. If you're ready
for the challenge of a consulting career, stop by and mvest1gate Booz•AUen.
We're one of the largest, most prestigious, international management and
technological cons(Jiting firms in the world,
If you're unable to visit with us, send a resume or detailed letter of interest
to: Ms. Laura Boggs, College Relations Department, Booz•Allen&
Hamilton, 4330 East·West Highway, Bethesda, MD 20814. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
·

BOOZ·ALLEN & HAMILTON INC.

University of New Mexico men's
tennis Coach Mark HamRton resigned last week to enter priv;~te business, athletic director John Bridgers
announced.
H;~milton, who coached at UNM
for two seasons, posted a 10-10 record last year and finished fourth in
the Western Athletic Conference behind Utah, Brigham Young and San
Diego State.
''It is a business opportunity I just
couldn't pass up," Hamilton said.

UNMto Play
Table Soccer

Joe Cavarena

INTERCEPTION: Michael Johnson breaks up a Colorado
State attempt at a fast break during the Lobos win over the
Rams Thursday night in the Pit.

... as Doc.kery Shines
Before the UNM-CSU contest,
Niles Dockery was just the guy who
Gary Colson would call on to give
'Phil Smith a rest.
Now, Dockery is someone who
Colson can count on to make the big
plays when he needs them.
'Dock' (as his teammates call
him) is a junior from ,Louisville,
Kentucky, who transferred to Loboland from Henderson County Junior
College,. He had been very quiet
priO!" to Thursday night's conference
opener, but he may have come out of
his shell to become another gun in
Colson's arsenal.
"I got my confidence back," said
the 5-foot·ll·in~h supersub. "It
plays a key role in my game. I've
been practicing hard all year and
trying to improve my game. I guess
it all paid off tonight (Thursday).''

Dockery made his presence
known by pumping in 21 points,
snagging four rebounds and dishing
out three assists. His play threw the
Pit crazies into a frenzy, and 'Dock'
loved every minute of it.
"I feltlike I did inhigh school and
in JC ball," states Dockery. "I've
always liked to please a crowd, but it
feels great to have them cheering for
llle." If he continues to play that
way, the Lobo fans will be more than
appreciative.
"I'm hoping that l can keep on
playing this way. Now that I have
my confidence 1 should do all right.
I'm just hoping that we can get to the
tournaments atthe end of the year. If
we do well in the conference, I'll be
very pleased."
If Dockery continues to play well,
everyone else will be happy too.

''I can't express the respect that I head tennis coach and director of the
have for John Bridgers as an athletic Lobo Tennis Club,'' Bridgers said,
director and a person, which made ''Under his direction, the UNM tenthe decision to leave very difficult. nis facilities match that of any uniI'm happy he'll continue his com- versity in the country and the quality
mitment to tennis,
of our entire program has been up"I enjoyed working at UNM very graded over the past two years.
much. The people I worked with
"DuetotheworkMarkdid,there
were great, and I also had a good are better days ahead for Lobo tenbunch of kids to coach. There is nis. We wish him luck with his new
plenty of talent left for whoever gets assignment.''
the job."
Bridgers added he hopes to name
"Mark did an excellent job as· a new coach before UNM's season
opener with New Mexico Military
on Feb. 5.

A university-wide open doubles
table soccer tournament to qualify
University of New Mexico representatives to the Association of College Unions-International (ACU-I)
regional will be conducted Friday at
the UNM Student Union Building
Games Room.
This tournament is the initial step
towards a trip to the national collegiate tournament sponsored by the
ACU-1 and Tornado Table Soccer,
Inc. UNM will be represented by the
top team at the regional tournament
scheduled for February 17 through
19 at Colorado State University. The
regional winners will have an expense-paid trip to the national finals.
Greg We.iss, manager of the
UNMSUBGamesRoomsaid, "We
are expecting a sizable turnout''
SUB Recreation is sponsoring the
campus event. Specific details may
be obtained from the Recrea\ion
office, Room 209 of the UNM SUB,
or call 277-2331 or 277-4506.

.
Knight Holding
Golf Tryou~s

Coach Dwaine Knight will hold
open qualifying for a walk-on spot
on the 1983 University of New Mex·
ico golf team beginning today at
UniversitySouth Golf Course. Signup sheets are available in the pro
shop at University South today. For
additional infonnation, Knight can
be reached at 271-4530.
The UNM football awards banquetis scheduled for Feb. 11 at 6:30
p.m. at the Hilton Inn. Tickets are
available through the football office,
277·4141, and are $15 per person.

ing to the best of seven games, so
everyone is guaranteed of playing
two matches. The competitors will
play standard eight ball, a game in
which one player must pocket balls
of the group numbered one through
seven while the other participant
chases nine through fifteen. The
player pocketing his or her group
first and then legally pocll:eting the
eight ball wins the game.
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Pool_ Shootout Upcoming
The 1983 University of New
Lite Beer/Association of
College Union-International Billiards Toumame.nt will be held on
Friday, Jan. 21, at 6:30p.m. in the
UNM Sub Games Room.
This tournament is one of more
than 200 local contests being held on
college campuses across the nation
in the first round of the Lite Beer/
ACU-I National Intercollegiate Billiards Championship. Male and
fcmal~ winners ofthe local comp~ti
tions will qualify for one of IS regional tournaments in the second
round of competition. The UNM
champions will play in the Region
13 Tournament, which will be held
February 17 through 19 at Colorado
State University in Fort Collins,
Colo.
Winners ofthe regional competition will advance to the Lite Beer/
ACU-I National Intercollegiate
Championship at the University of
Minnesota in St. Paul, Minn. Steve
Mizerak and several other famous
Lite Beer celebrities will appear for
the second Annual Lite Beer/ACU-1
Celebrity Pool Shoot-out.
Any student wishing to play in the
UNM tournament may register by 4
p.m. Friday, Jan. 21, at the Sub
Games Area counter. The tournament will be a double elimination
competition with participants play-
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Lobos Lose Men's Net Coach

Me~co

Begins Sunday, January 23!
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for a complete listing of UNM students, and University Departments Available at the UNM §
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277-4706 for more information
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Careers ia

latelligeace
Some Jobs Are lmportant ••• Ours Are Critieal.
The Defense Intelligence Agency is respo.nsiblt;! for the
coordination and management of tfte mtelllgencegathering mechanisms of the Department o.f Defense
and for providing a central and mor~ responsive source
of military-intelligence data. Today th1s Agency represen!s
the major intelligence ~ctivity. ~ithin the .I?<;>D. It 1s
comprised of a highly tra1ne~ mdttary a~d c!v1han te~m
engaged iri collecting, analyztng, evaluating, 1nterprt;t1ng
and disseminating information which affects our national
security.
..
To strengthen the mili~ary posture a~d sec.urity ?f the
U.S., there exists a continUing need for ·~tenstve. m!lltary·
oriented intelligence research. More rmportant ts the
vast effort required to compile great quantities of data
and to analyze, develop and m.ai.ntain a world:wide
intelligence base capable of prov1d1ng accurate, ttmely
information on not only purely military conditions, trends
and forces, but also the pertine~t ~~anomie, social,
cultural, physical, geographic and sctent1f1c factors around
the globe. This is what DIA is really all about.
Intelligence is a chall~nging and stimula~ing career field.
It also makes for a satisfying and rewardmg career, t;>oth
in the material sense and in many other ways.
Within our mission there are career opportunities for
graduates with the following specific degree maJors:
• International Economics
• Specific Geographic Area Studies
• Geography/Geology
• Civil/Structural Engineering

The Agency follows well-planned promotion, placement, salary appraisal and incentive award programs,
and promotion from within is a general policy.
The liberal and wide-ranging benefits of Federal
employment are enjoyed by all DIA personnel. These
include generous vacation and sick leave programs,
health and accident insurance and retirement plan.
Our locations in the Arlington, Virginia area and
Washington, D.C., afford you a choice of.city, suburban
or country living. A wealth of recreational, cu!tural,
historical and educational attractions awaits you 111 the
nation's capital and its environs, all within easy driving
distance.
We invite you to consider sharing the unique challenge
offered to college graduates by the Defense Intelligence
Agency.
Check your Placement Office for mote information
about DIA career opportunities or send us a Personal
Qualifications Statement, SF-171, including acopy·of
college transcript, to: Defense. Intelligence Agency,
Civilian Personnel Division, Recruitment Branch (H),
Washington, D.O. 20301. DIA is an equal opportunity
employer M&F' all applicants must be I}.S. citizens, and
are subject
a thorough background inquiry and
physical examination.

to

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
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For only $10.00 pcryc,ilr you can send the Daily
Lobo to any address in the whole US ofA. That
means all75 paperspublishcd in semester I, all
73 papers published in semester II. and even all
nine papers published during the summer session will'be mailed the day they are published.
That's !57 newspapers delivered home for only
$10.00.

Bring your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
Room 131 (on Redondo Dr. hetween
the journalism and biology buildings) any
time from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday or mail it to UNM
Bo" 20, Alb. N.M. 87131
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Smith, Scott Pace UNM

Scott - A New Kind of Center

By Steve King

By Steve King

There are ~wo people that opposing (earns will not want to send to the
free throw line in the future George Scott and Phil Smith.
Scott hit 11-of-12 from the line,
while Smith hit nine-of- 10, including six-of-six down the stretch to aid
the Lobos to a 76-71 win, Saturday
night, over the foul-plagued Wyom~
ing Cowboys, before 17,090 fanatics at the Pit.
The win put the Lobos at 10-4
overall and 2-0 in the Western
Athletic Conference. Wyoming
controlled the game early, but 30
turnovers and 27 fouls proved costly

Save-way Liquor Stores
S:.l\'!!

money, .carry-out scr\'ke. plent>' of free parkirig

5704 Lomas Blvd. N.E.
Your fa\'oritt.• brands cost le~;.~ at Sa\'e-wa\'
and you'll always !{t.'t what yoi& ask for. ·

in the long run. Th\l game was tight the press and get him the ball. Marall the way, but free throw shooting tin's gorilla dunks and Jackson's
and the Lobo press prevailed. ·
agressive play paced the Cowboys to
"We didn't.adjust our press until a 39-36 lead.
halftime,'' explains Tim. Fullmer,
"We've got to press," stated
who held Cowboy sharpshooter Lobo Head Coach Gary Colson,
Mike Jackson scoreless when the "Sometimes. you have to give things
two matched up. "We were in our up to gain ·an advantage. They
zone press in the first half, but we turned the ball over, but we needed
switched to the man-to-man press in to get the ball inside to get them in
the second half."
foultrouble." The reasoning for this
The Pokes had moderate success was because Wyoming was thin in
against the Lobo press as Jackson · the forward ranks.
and foJ:Ward Anthony Martin made
Martin's three-point play put the
mincemeat of it early on. Martin had Pokes ahead 51-42 with 17:09left in
15 points in the first half as he stayed the game, A turnaround jumper by
under the Wyoming basket and Tim Garrett and a two-hand scoop
waited for his teammates to break by Michael Johnson sandwiched
around a Smith freebie got the Lobos
back in contention at 51-47. Wyoming's Rodney Gowens hit two free
throws to keep the Lobos at bay.
Cowboy mentor Jim Brandenburg, who had been chasing the officials around for most of the game,
finally got his just desserts by picking up a technical foul at the 14:45
mark. Smith hit both free throws to
make the score 53-49.
Craig Allison hit two jumpers in a
30-second span to knot the game at
53-53 with .13:03 remaining,
Wyoming then called a smart timeout. The Pokes ran off six straight
points before UNM took a time-out
at the ll :01 mark.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS &
FACULTY

• The lar!{est sclection of California
and imported wines in the state of
New Mexico.

• Wi~lt.• a.o;.~ortment of cordials,
t•ognacs and brandies.

-~

• Largt.• selection of American
and imported beers.
• Tht.• ht.•st brands in whiskies,
rum, 'odka, and gin.

Plus convenient drive-up windows

Joe Cavaretta

DRIVE By UNM's George Scott is good for two in the Lobos'
76·11 win o.ver the Wyoming Cowboys Saturday night in the
pit.

New Mexico Union Mercado
Providing a wide v~riety

~f

GOOD!

items:

* Candy * Gum * Sundries * Cigarettes*
* Magazines * Greeting. Cards * Newspapers *
and much more
Check Cashing Service
for UNM Students, Faculty
and Staff with valid ID
Mon~Thur 9am•2pm·
Friday 9am-4pm

New this semester:
Fant.astic Fudge!
10 different flavors of
fine homemade fudge. Greot
for gifts or to saHsfy
that sweet tooth.

New Mexico Union Mercado, main floor, north end SUD.

A Scott follow and two Smith free
throws gave the Lobos their first
lead since they led 10-8 atthe beginning of the game. Cowboy Anthony
Smith hit a pair of free throws after a
foul on Alan Dolensky to make the
score 69c68 .in favor of Wyoming
with 2:10 left in the game.
A Dolensky three-point play put
the Lobos ahead, and Smith nailed
the coffin shut with four free throws
in the final minute.
Martin finished with 22 points for
Wyoming, while teammates Jack·
son and Gowens added l7 and J.5,
respectively. Gowens and Wrapp
joined Martin on the list of foul
casualties.
''Dolensky's three·pointplay and
Nelson's basket Were the big plays
in the game," commented Colson.
"Nelson hadtt't played since the
Windsor game so l figured I would
get him in, and it Worked. The shot
Was definitely a spirit builder.''
Scott led the Lobo attack with 21
points. Smith chipped in 11 and
Allison and Garrett added 10 for

UNM.

Finest Pure Beef Kosher Hot Dogs In Town
Italian Beef, Polish Sausage, Homemade Soup,
Fresh cut French Fries daily
Breakfast Ba.m.-Bp.m. (except 11 a.m.-1 p.m.)
24¢ Coffee All Day

Beer &; Wine • HAPPY HOUR DAILY
2-Bp.m. With meal purchase
OPEN 8a.m.-ap.m... 1Oa.m.-6p.m. Weekends
Visit Harry's Drop Zone Video Arcade
2 games for 25¢

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
Free Bowl
of
Homemade Soup of the Day
With Any Sandwich Order
(Coupon good thru Jan 83' 11om to 3pm)

CARRARO'S
PIZZA and ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Southwest

108 Vassar SE

1982 Issue on sole now $4
In UNM. Bookstore,

(1 Block West of Girard just off Central)

ASA Gallery, Marron Hell 131

.,....

6 selected lo~t bookstores

t
t
t
t
t

CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHPJST

't

Kick off meeting Tuesday, Jan. 18 at 7:00 pm in
Rm. 203 of the Basic Medical Sciences Building,
located on North Campus.

Basic Medical Sciences
Room 20~·203
North Compus

Martin fouled out and Wrapp
picked up his fourth foul as did fellow forward Jamal Hosey in the ne'lt
minute, as the Cowboys found
themselves in serious foul trouble.
Scott hit four freebies and Nelson
Franse hit his first points as a Lobo to
cap an eight-point scoring run by the
Lobos, Which knotted the score at
63-63 at the 5:01 mark.
Wyoming hadn't scored in almost
five minutes, before·Gowens hit two
free throws to put the Pokes ahead
65·63. Smith missed his only free
throw of the night, which was the
.second shot of a one-and-one.
Jackson found Troy Washpun,
who scored a lay-in to put the
Wyoming ahead by three with 2:56
]eft in the bitterly fought contest.

against Wyoming foJ:W!II'd Anthony
Martin, who plagued the Lobos
Saturday night before fouling out.
"He was good then, too," Scott
adds, "He got those easy dunks at
first because we were loafing back
on defense. Once we dug down, we
stopped that.
UNM coach Gary Colson didn't
like seeing Martin slamming all over
his team and neither did Scott. "No
one likes to get hit in the head by one
of those slams. Martin was just
standing there waiting for the ball.''
Martin had seven dunks in Wyoming's last game against Chicago
Circle.
Scott concludes, "I'm just glad
that were 2-0 in the conference.'' If
Scott can continue to shoot free
throws and rebound the way that he
has, he and his teammates will be
amongst the WAC leaders, like they
are now, throughout the year.

Conceptions

The Lobos were patient on their
next series and finally got the ball
inside to Scott. UNM had a chance
to close the margin to within two
points, but Martin took the ball away
from Smith and slammed it home.
Cowboy foJ:Ward Mark Wrapp drew
Garrett's fourth foul and hit both
ends of the one-and-one to give
Wyoming an eight-point advantage
with nine minutes left.

SAVE-WAY LIQUORS
FEATURES:

low. discount prices.

In the past, University of New
Mexico basketball centers were not
very good when it came down to
shooting free throws.
Today, however, the Lobos have
George Scott, who can shoot 'em
with the best of them. Scott leads the
team in free throw percentage and
rebounding, and has also given
UNM an inside threat.
·'I shoot free throws at practice,''
said Scott, "until I make 15-in-arow. Sometimes it takes me five minutes, and sometimes it takes 25. I
work real hard to be good at everything I do and free throws are just
part of that."
Speaking of working hard, Scott

Colson was in a rage because
Martin had four fouls and the LObos
weren't attacking him. "We needed
to go inside because they -only had
two post people and one had four
fouls," Colson noted.

5516 Menaul Blvd. N.E.

• All of tlw abo\'e at low.

was working to get the ball inside in
the Wyoming game. He knew that if
they could get them in foul trouble,
the Lobos would win.
"In the first half," Scott explains, "they were collapsing on
me. The refs wouldn't call the fouls.
I knew that (the lack of foul calls)
couldn't happen all night. I'm just
glad that I could contribute."
He contributed 21 points, and 10
rebounds against the Pokes as he hit
11-of-12 from the charity stripe. He
also had a third (5) of the the Lobos
15 turnovers. "I just messed up,"
was his reation to that. Scott said the
same thing Thursday night when he
had half (1) of the Lobos two tur•
novers.
. Scott played junior college ball

For more
information
call:
266-2343
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Dunn Gives
Spring Agenda
Coach Joe Lee Dunn said the Uni·
versity of New Mexico will begin
spring football drills on Feb. 28. The
Lobos will work six days that week
and Monday and Tuesday of the following week before adjourning for
spring vacation. UNM will resume
practice on March 24, working the
last three days of that week. Dunn
plans to practice four days (March
28·31), recess while the NCAA Final Four basketball tournament is in
progress, then return April 5 and
practice every day Utttil the spring
intra-squad game planned. for April
8 at 7 p.m. The entire schedule. is
Weather permitting, of .course.
NCAA rules allow 20 practices
Within 26 days not including spring
break.
Former UNM football Coach Joe
Morrison, who moved to South
Carolina after his Lobos posted a
w,1 record (the best in theschool's
history), climbed from 25th to 1Oth
in the Western Athletic Conference's all-time winning percentage
forhcadcoaches,Morrisonloggeda
..544 percentage. Former Arizona
State
with ahead
.781Coach
mnrk.Frank Kush
,, ,,leads
1

From
January 17th
to the 29th
Time to set up your own Darkroom!
Film up to

25o/o off

B • W Paper up to

Darkroom Supplies

50o/o off

20·25% off

Enlarger Clearance!

~

low os 119.95 with a lens!

(and a free CCise)
For Two Weeks Only!

s·tuden·t. Pr·e· ac··ks
p··

for the beg. photo student

reg, 54
. •88. Only·
. 34•95

2929 Monte VIsta NE
Just East of UNM
phone 265-3562
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Classified Advertising
Open 8:00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m .
Monday through FridFtY
Marron Hall Room 131

1. Personals

6170.
1/31
JlOUSE:MATE WANTE:D: MATURE, financially
responsible, nonsmoker· to share cozy, 3·1lR home
w/fireplace. l.arge Yards w/gardeninj! space.
$200/month includes utilities. Toni 2SS·831S,
evenings.
1/21
HOUSEMATE- NoNSMOKER,
SPACIOUS,
northeast. $150 plus utilities. 843·7279 (leave
message).
l/21
NICE EF.FICIENCY, MORNINGSIDE NJ>, Single,
1/21
$180, 299-8543.

5. For Sale

7. Travel

Secretarial Services in my home. Call the Other
1121
Office, 884-6564.

CASSETTE RECoRDER SUPERSCoPE C·200LP
$75. Scotch AVM-90 tapes $2.$0 quantity. 897-3358.
1/18
COMl'liTERS ~ CoMMODORE-64, VIC-20 and
other fine CommQdore equipment. For lowest prices
In town, contact Mac (8·12 a.m.) at 265-7006.
l/21
1973 VW SUPER aeetle, $1600. 281·5365.
1/21
KELTY BACKPACK, LARGE outside frame. Call
1/21
Tom 255-1549.

4. Housing

6. Employment

DEAR SNAPPY, DID YoU see the Photo Services
advertisement on page3? Let's check this out. and see
what ~cvelops, Flash.
1/17
ROoMMATE WANTED: 'IWO·bedroom furnished
SI'HING lllmAK IN New York! Earn up to three
apartment. Utilities paid. $120/mo. Marcello 266·
credit hours In fine arts (T.A. 290·002 (4115)). Shows,
1814.
1/19
tours, seminars. 292-7 J 95, 277·4332.
J/21
ROOMMATE: t'EMALE, 5125 per month, VJ
OFA'lT KEPT st:CRET In town! Find your voice In
utilities. Call Jennifer or Johanna 255-1773.
l/i8
black women writers class. Women Studies 234-00J,
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share house with
1/21
Tu·Th I J.l2:15.
marrie~ couple. Near UNM and golf .course. $190
011, FUOGEI 011, delicious fudge! Now at the
plus share uti!, 265·0388.
1/20
Mixed Dug, 121 Yale SE, Vz block south of Central.
ONE DEDROOM FURNISHED, Vz block from
1/21
1/21
campus. 898·0921.
SINGERS, ESI'EC1ALLY MEN, needed for
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share house. 3211
Handel'~ Mes$iah, Purts 11·111. Rehearsals on
Campus, one block frpm ONM. $175, V, utilities,
WedJtesdays, 7:30 p.m., at first Congregational
washer, dryer, grass and more. Desire non.smoker,
Cnurch, Lomas and Girard. Call Felicia 296·0396.
·quiet person. 268-9460.
1/17
1/19
. SHARE NICE HOUSE nearby. Furnished, ulll]t]es
"IIEt'ORE, I>URING ANil After Your New
Included. $175 plus DD. Serious mnle student. 268·
Computer," a seminar at the Hilton on Jan. 27 and
6617.
l/21
28, presented by Access lnnovatlons, 265-3591. 1/21
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING? Residence halls are
WOHK·STUDY STUDENTS seeking employment
your answer for maximum convenience to .campus
for Spring semester. Please apply at Food Service
comfort arul economy in housing and food service.
OfficcatStJtdent Union Dulldlng.
1/28 'Space is available for Spring semester, but apply
.-I'MALE CIRCUMCISION, PoLYGAMY, pur- ·early! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4, Or call
dah, brldeprice and more itl Women in World
277·2606
1/21
Cultures, Women Studies 279-003. Call xSJ86.
TJlE CITADEL-SUPERil locMion near UNM and
Information- 277·3854.
1/21
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
CEL'S PIZZA. NO. I special· a slice of pepperoni
or eft1ciency, $240 to $320. All Utilities paid, Deluxe
pizza, salad and soda. Cor $1.65. Cel's Special· slice
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
of pepperoni pizza nnd soda for $1.01, Across from
room, swimming pool, TV room andlaundry. Adult
UNM on Central.
1/19
couples, no pets.l520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING &. counseling, Phone 247FREE: RENT TO ROOMMATE possible. ln.ex·
9819.
tfn
change for minor help. Bernalillo, NM- IS minutes
from campus. 867-4476, 867-2221.
1/21
CONTACTS·POLJSJliNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
tfn
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo, fat 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 securitY deposit, Fully
MAZATlAN SPRING BREAK, $188-train, $319·
furnished-security locks and laundr)' facilities, No
plane, space Is limited, Dave881·1668.
1/21
children
or pets.. Please call. before 6;00 In the
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PJlOTOS. Fast,
tfn
evening, 266-8392.
inexpensive, pleasing. Lowest prices in town! Two for
ONE BR $230. Studio $200 furnished and utilities
SS, Four for $7. Near UNM. Come to 123 Wellesley
paid. 1218. Copper NE. Four blocks to UNM. 842·
SE, on the corner of Silver and Wellesley, or call 26S·
1323,
tfn
CoNCEPTIONS . SOUTIIWF.ST NOW accepting
submissions In literature, Visual arts, theatre, dance,
111m. video and music. Deadline Feb. 21. For more
Information, cnii277·S656 or242·7046.
1121
FREE lNC.ENSE. FOR. your free supply and catalog,
rush a self-addressed stamped envelope to Oasis
Incense Co., Box 430SP, Kansas City, Kansas 66104.
1/21
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
50i9 Menaul N.E., across from.LaDelles,
tfn
ACCURATt; 1N.'ORMATION ABoUT con·
trnccption, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0l71.
tfn

20"1o commission, Must have car. Contact Michel M.
lbguy (or leave name and phone number) at 1710~
GoldSE.
tfn
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
· Satunlay nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Sqveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 MenaulNE.
2/11
TUTOR, FRmNJ> AND advisor needed for 13-year·
oid girl. 2:3()-5;30 p.m. weekdays. Female preferred,
University student will have time to study, Evenings
255·7387,
1/21

, $80 TO NEW York, one way leaving Jan. 27, 9:15
a.m. from Altmquerql!e alrpon. Call Regina 256·
9180 afted p.m.
1/27
EURoPE '831 FREE Information kitl AJI majqr
tours. Student prices, newsletter, RUsh $1 (post and
handling) to: European Clearinghouse, Bo~ 2062-D,
Walnut creek, CA 94595,
l/20
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
tfn
in the Daily Lobo.

1

2. Lost & Found
HAT AND GLOVES found Jan. 13 near Farris
Engineering. Describe and claim at 131 Marron Hall,

1121
FOUND DROWN COAT with two scarfs, found near
Campus l'ost Office. Claim ut 131 Marron Hall.
1121
CLAIM YOUR LOS1' possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

I
I
I
I
I1
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NEED TICKETS TO NCAA Men's Basketbl!fl final
four. Will pay triple the price for good se;~ts. Calli·
303-486-3593 anytime!.
1/27
FREE INCENSE, FOR your free sample supply and
~atalog, rush a self'addressed stamped long envelope
to Oasis Incense Co., Box 4305M, Kansas City,
1/21
Kansas66104.
TJlE ALBUQUERQUE TRIBUNE Is. offering
stud~nt rates this semester. At $11 you sav-: nearly 40
percent. To order, call 842=2200.• Campus delivery
only.
1/21

S1tiDENT SPECIAL: 10" diHouat
with wdent ID

$1.•65

1702 SIJ\'el' SE

Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday

l'AIIiance Francaise

Neapolitan, Sicilian & Whole Wheat Pizza

Is offering conversational French and business
French classesstartingJanuary31. La Cuisine Fran·
caise will resume this session.

._1~~...~~~~5!-~!~C=t!.

For information and schedules
please call (505) 821·5788

I
I

I
I
I
I
I1

* Joust
* Subroc in 3-D *
plus 28 more games

I1

One Free Game with Ad
Void 1-17-83. One per customer.

1

1

S.d.&. G-cunes flrea

a-BALL
BILLIARDS
(POOL)

MENS SINGLES
WOMENS SINGLES

c;;overed

SIV'"a.gon
:I

Makers of Hahdmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN
I .. . .

.

.

:

.

Work Study Jobs

for Spring S.m•st•r·
Apply at Food S.rvlc•
OHic• In th• SUD
f '9 .. t L' t"

1:

~ ~ 1.~.i. iii.iii.~.ii!.~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~.
,'

••

l..

~

.•

243-0338

with coupon 1·17·83

UNM Students only
Across from UNM next to Don Pancho's

HOME TYPiNG/.:DITING service.
Retired
professor. Grammar, spelling, confindcntialliy
guaranteed. 292·3431.
f/28
RESUME PLUS COMPOSED by personnel
specialist, M.A. Plus interview tips and cover letters.
298-li006.
1/21
DABYSITIING MOM WILL care for infanllchild.
Near campus. Flexible schedule OK. 24:2.-3768. 1/21
TYPIST, ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius, 242·3093.
i/31
ALTERATIONS, REASONABLE RATES, hems,
pegged jeans, mends. Call after 6 p.m. Laura, 34S·
7407.
1/17
A·l TYPIST. TERM papers, resumes. 299·8970.
1/31
24 JlOURTYPINGservlce. 881-0628.
02/1
GUITAR LEsSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching.
John Mitchell268.Q496.
1/28
AL'I'ERATIONS. WE DO all kinds of alterations,
lowest prices in town. California Fashions, 2324
Central, across from UNM. 266-6872.
1/21
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
ren!als. MARC's. Guitar Center, 1'13 Harvard SE.
265·3315.
tfn
n'PlNG. MEDICAL/SCIENTIFJC terminology.
Papers, lab reparts, etc. Arter6 p.m. 821-4378. 1/21
SCUBA INSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT and travel.
PAD! and/or NAUI certification. All levels. Call
Albuquerque Divers. Den 294-1886.
1/1!1
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING/ Other

Buy 1
Foot Long Chili Dog
Get 1 FREE

Space;awr futons: 'J1' x llJ' - stfi

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink

L--·•••••••••••••••••••••••J

3. Services

On Yale 1 Blk. S. of Central

Bdgbt Future Futon Company

CITY

Welcome Back
Students
New Games:

I
1

UNM SUB RECREATION AnnuaiACU.I Regional
Qualifier Tournament: Elgl!l·b;ill, billiards, follsball
and table tennis. friday, Jan. 21, 6:30 p.m. to
completion. Winners go to Colorado State University
in Fort Collins, Colorndo for Regionals feb. 17-19.
Admission: $3.slngles, $5-doubles, submit by 4 p.m.
friday, Jan. 21.
1/21
LESiliAN ANDGAY students: GLSU's "Welcome
Ba~kt" meeting will be Jan. 19, 7:30 p.m., SUB
2311!-C. Uring your friends!.
1119
INFoRMAL SORORITY RUSQ begins Sunday;
Jan, 23.1 Sign up .at Student Activities in the SUa by
Jan. 21. friendship, sc!Jolarship, leatlership, social
activities, service- n home away from home. l/2i
CLUil? MEETING? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticlas.
tfn

r-------------~
L

Gameworld...

11

9. Las N oticias

8. Miscellaneous

STAFf' WANTED: COUNSELORS, cooks, nurses,
riding instructors, Wr!lnglers. Western Colorado
camp emphasizing camping and river prqgram. Two
years college and sincere interest in working with
children required. Include self-addressed, stamped
(37 cents) envelope with inquiry to Anderson Camps,
Gypsum, Co81637.
1/18
TIJTORS NEEDED FOR spring semester. Primarily
math, English, biology, accounting, chemistry,
engineering and economics. Work-study preferred,
Call Athleti.c Advisement Office, 277-6536.
1/21
U,S, TOBACCO COMPANY is seeking a college
representative to present company and products on
and around campus. Send resumetoP,O.IloX35157,
Station D, Albuquerque, NM 87176.
1/31
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN employment for
Spring semester, apply at Food Service Office It!
Student Union lluilding.
1/28
MEN AND WOMEN needed to sell imported
Moroccan leather goods, shirts, dresses. Also high·
fashion and novelty belts, headbands and accessories,

·--------------------------·
I
I

STUDENT DIRECTORIES NOW 1\Vailablel Sl at
UNM Bookstore and. Information Center in SUll.
Limited supply, get yours nowl.
1128

.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Soap: Prefix

5

"~

-,

Macduff"
10 Basis
14 Above
15 A Castle
16 Ocean bird
17 Payment
19 Valley'
20 Leave
21 Most nervous
23 Dentists'
concerns
26 Noun suffix
27 Citrus:
2 words
30 Flubber item
34 Burden
35 Obsolete
37 .. .__ Marla"
38 Want39 Hot dish
stands
41 Bog.
42 "For shamef>~
43 Helped
44 Depression
45 South Sea
garb
47 Accords
50 Grunt

51 Garden pest
52 Signify
56 Tennis fan

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

60 Heroic

61 Inflammatory
64 Fish
65 Observe
66 Bridge feat
67 Mooses' kin
68 Heads: Fr.
69 Healthy
DOWN
1 Carnelian
2To- - :
Ideal
3 Splendor
4 Sedatives
5 Picnic
remains?
6 Macaw
7 Strong desire
8 Formerly
9 Poorest
10 Saskatchewan city
11 Fillet: Her.
12 Individuals
13 Camp unit
18 Allowance
22 Inserts
24 Lukewarm

25 Cargo
handlers
27 Idles
28 Asian nation
29 Thinker
31 More secure
32 Occurrence
33 Schisms
36 Auto
39 Dance
40 Conservative
44 Not bright .
46 Weight units

48 Soft velvets

49 Variegated
52 Grant
53 Gem
54 Notch
·55 Being: Sp.
57 Argentine
tree
58 Epochal
59 Water
surface
62 Feline
63 Midi season

